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A quasi-Hopf algebra for the
triplet vertex operator algebra
Thomas Creutzig∗ , Azat M. Gainutdinov† ‡ § , Ingo Runkel§
Abstract
We give a new factorisable ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra U , whose underlying algebra
is that of the restricted quantum group for sℓ(2) at a 2p’th root of unity. The
representation category of U is conjecturally ribbon-equivalent to that of the triplet
vertex operator algebra W(p). We obtain U via a simple current extension from
the unrolled restricted quantum group at the same root of unity. The representation
category of the unrolled quantum group is conjecturally equivalent to that of the
singlet vertex operator algebra M(p), and our construction is parallel to extending
M(p) to W(p).
We illustrate the procedure in the simpler example of passing from the Hopf
algebra for the group algebra CZ to a quasi-Hopf algebra for CZ2p, which corresponds
to passing from the Heisenberg vertex operator algebra to a lattice extension.
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1 Introduction
We define a new factorisable ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra, called U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), which is a modi-
fication of U qsℓ(2), the restricted quantum group for sℓ(2) with q the primitive 2p’th root
of unity q = eiπ/p and p ≥ 2 an integer, and Φ is a 3-cocycle of Z2p. The quasi-Hopf algebra
U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is interesting for at least two reasons, which we explain in turn.
The first point of interest is the relation to W(p), the triplet vertex operator algebra
(VOA), which provides one of the best investigated logarithmic conformal field theories
[Kau1, GK2, FHST, CF, AM2]. The relation between U qsℓ(2) and W
(
p
)
has first been
observed in [FGST1]. The equivalence
RepU qsℓ(2) ∼= RepW
(
p
)
(1.1)
of C-linear categories was conjectured in [FGST2] (with proof for p = 2) and shown for
general p in [NT]. However, the category RepW(p) is a braided tensor category [HLZ,
Hu3], while RepU qsℓ(2) is not braidable [KS, GnR1]. It is then an obvious question if
there is some modification of the coproduct of U qsℓ(2) which leaves the algebra structure
untouched and which allows for a universal R-matrix, such that (1.1) has a chance of
becoming a braided monoidal equivalence. This is achieved by the quasi-Hopf algebra
U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) which we now introduce.
As a C-algebra, U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is generated by E, F , K
±1 with relations
KEK−1 = q2E , KFK−1 = q−2F , [E, F ] = K −K
−1
q − q−1 ,
Ep = 0 = F p , K2p = 1 (1.2)
and has dimension 2p3. Define the central idempotents e0 =
1
2
(1 +Kp) and e1 = 1 − e0.
The coproduct is given by ∆(K) = K ⊗K and
∆(E) = E ⊗K + (e0 + q e1)⊗ E ,
∆(F ) = F ⊗ 1 + (e0 + q−1e1)K−1 ⊗ F . (1.3)
The counit is defined by ǫ(E) = 0 = ǫ(F ) and ǫ(K) = 1. The coproduct is non-coassociative
and we have the non-trivial coassociator
Φ = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1+ e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗
(
K−1 − 1) . (1.4)
The antipode is
S(E) = −EK−1(e0 + q e1) , S(F ) = −KF (e0 + q−1e1) , S(K) = K−1 . (1.5)
and the evaluation and coevaluation elements are α = 1 and β = e0 + K
−1e1. The
universal R-matrix and the ribbon element for U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) are given in (4.10) and (4.11)
(where one has to set the additional gauge parameter t to 1). Our first main result is (see
Theorem 4.1 (1)):
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Theorem 1.1. U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is a factorisable ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra.
Factorisability means that a certain element in U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
⊗2 is non-degenerate – for Hopf
algebras this reduces to non-degeneracy of the monodromy matrix R21R. We refer to [BT]
and to [FGR1, Rem. 6.6] for details. It is natural to expectRepW(p) to be factorisable, too
(see e.g. [GnR2, Conj. 5.7] and [CG, Conj. 3.2]). This leads to the conjecture (Corollary 5.9
to Conjectures 5.1 and 5.8):
Conjecture 1.2. RepU
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
∼= RepW(p) as C-linear ribbon categories.
In the way we presented it, the conjecture comes a bit out of the blue, but we will now
provide some support for it by analysing fusion rules and by exploiting the connection to
the singlet model (in diagram (1.6) below).
Fusion rules for RepW(p) (the product in the Grothendieck ring) are known [TW], see
also [FHST, GbR2], and one can compute from these the Perron-Frobenius dimension of all
irreducible W(p)-modules. They are given by the unique one-dimensional representation
of the fusion ring, for which all irreducibles are represented by positive real numbers.
One finds that all Perron-Frobenius dimensions of RepW(p) are positive integers. Finite
tensor categories with this property are necessarily equivalent to representation categories
of a quasi-Hopf algebra, see e.g. [EGNO, Prop. 6.1.14], where dimensions of irreducibles are
provided by the Perron-Frobenius dimensions. Moreover, the Perron-Frobenius dimensions
ofRepW(p) agree with the corresponding dimensions of the simple U qsℓ(2) modules under
the equivalence (1.1). It is thus clear from the start that Conjecture 1.2 has to be true for
some quasi-Hopf algebra with underlying algebra U qsℓ(2).
Remark 1.3. For p = 2, the triplet VOA agrees with the even part of the super-VOA for
a single pair of symplectic fermions. A quasi-Hopf algebra whose representation category
is conjecturally ribbon equivalent to representations of the even part of the super-VOA
for N pairs of symplectic fermions was given in [GnR1, FGR2], building on previous work
on the symplectic fermions category in [Ru, DR]. For N = 1 this quasi-Hopf algebra is
isomorphic to the one presented here (with p = 2), see Remark 4.3.
The second point of interest is the relation to the unrolled quantum group U
H
q sℓ(2)
and to the singlet VOAM(p). In fact, this relation was the main motivation to write this
paper, and it can be summarised in the following diagram, whose ingredients we proceed
to explain:
RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2) ∋ Λ
∼ conjecture

pass to local
Λ-modules ///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o Λ-modloc
∼ consequence

RepU
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
∼
F
oo
Rep〈s〉M
(
p
) ∋ W(p) pass to represen-tations of W(p) ///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o RepW(p)
(1.6)
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Let us start in the upper left corner. The unrolled quantum group U
H
q sℓ(2) is defined in
terms of generators and relations similar to the restricted quantum group U qsℓ(2), but
with two important differences. Firstly, the relation K2p = 1 is not imposed (so that K
has infinite order) and there is an additional generator H . For the convention used here we
refer to [GPT, Sec. 6.3], [CGP] and Section 3 for details. Variants of the unrolled quantum
group were also considered in [Oh] and in the spin chain literature, see e.g. [KSk] where Sz
plays the role of H and qSz that of K. The algebra U
H
q sℓ(2) is infinite-dimensional, and it
turns out that it has a continuum of simple modules.
RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2) denotes the category of finite-dimensional modules which are of weight
type. A module is of weight type if H is diagonalisable and K acts as qH . This category
can be turned into a ribbon category via an R-matrix and ribbon element defined directly
on such modules [Oh, CGP] (see Section 3).
The singlet VOAM(p) [Fl, Ad] is a sub-VOA of the triplet VOAW(p). We denote by
Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
the smallest full subcategory of the category ofM(p)-modules which contains
all simple modules and which is complete with respect to taking tensor products, finite
sums and subquotients. Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
is conjecturally a ribbon category which satisfies
[CM1, CGP, CMR]:1
Conjecture 1.4. RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2)
∼= Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
as C-linear ribbon categories.
Conjectures 1.2 and 1.4 are in fact not independent. This will be the content of the
wiggly lines in (1.6) which we explain next. We start with the bottom one. We already
said that M(p) ⊂ W(p) is a sub-VOA, and so in particular, W(p) ∈ Rep〈s〉M(p).2 Fur-
thermore, one can think ofW(p)-modules asM(p)-modules with extra structure. Indeed,
one can even give an algebraic description of W(p)-modules internal to Rep〈s〉M(p). To
present it, we need a little detour.
Let C be a braided monoidal category and let A ∈ C be an algebra, i.e. an object
together with multiplication morphism µ : A ⊗ A → A and unit morphism η : 1 → A,
subject to associativity and unit conditions. An A-module is an object M ∈ C together
with a morphism ρ : A ⊗M → M , again subject to associativity and unit condition. We
assume that A is commutative, i.e. that µ◦ cA,A = µ, where cU,V denotes the braiding in C.
The key notion is this: an A-module M is called local (or dyslexic) [Pa] if
ρ ◦ cM,A ◦ cA,M = ρ . (1.7)
In words, precomposing the action with the double-braiding has no effect. The full subcat-
egory of local A-modules is a braided monoidal category, see [Pa] and Section 2 for more
details.
1 As far as we are aware, this formulation of the conjecture is due to David Ridout and Simon Wood
(private communication at the ESI Workshop “Modern trends in TQFT”, February 2014).
2 Actually, this is not quite right. W(p) is an infinite direct sum of M(p)-modules, and it does
not satisfy the finiteness conditions we impose on modules in Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
. Instead, we should replace
Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
by a certain completion. The same caveat applies to Λ ∈ RepwtUHq sℓ(2). We will treat this
point carefully in the main text, but for the sake of the introduction we will gloss over it.
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We now return to the bottom wiggly line of (1.6). It stands for: think of W(p) as
a commutative algebra in Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
; consider the braided monoidal category of its
local modules; this is precisely RepW(p). This is indeed known to be true for quite a
general class of VOA extensions (see [HKL, CKM] and Section 5), to whichM(p) ⊂ W(p)
conjecturally belongs. The algebraW(p) has another important property, namely it allows
for a non-degenerate invariant pairing, cf. Section 5.4.
At this point we need to make no further conjectures to complete the diagram in (1.6).
Let Λ ∈ RepwtUHq sℓ(2) be the preimage of W
(
p
)
under the ribbon equivalence in Con-
jecture 1.4. Then Λ is again a commutative algebra. The detailed formulation of the
conjecture involves stating the equivalence functor on objects, in Section 5.4, and so it
produces the underlying object of Λ,
Λ =
⊕
m∈Z
C2pm , (1.8)
where C2pm denotes the one-dimensional U
H
q sℓ(2)-module where E an F act as zero, K
acts as the identity and H by multiplication with 2pm. Note that this is indeed a weight
module as qH = q2pm = 1 = K. We do not a priori know the product on Λ, but we
show that up to isomorphism there is only one which is commutative and allows for a
non-degenerate invariant pairing (Proposition 2.15). Commutative algebras which – like
Λ above – are direct sums of invertible objects, are often called simple current extensions,
cf. Remark 2.14. Our second main result is (Theorem 4.1 (2)):
Theorem 1.5. There is a ribbon equivalence F : RepU (Φ)q sℓ(2) → Λ-modloc, where
Λ-modloc denotes the category of local Λ-modules in RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2).
3
This explains the top wiggly arrow and the arrow labelled F in (1.6). In fact, we
reverse-engineered the quasi-Hopf algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) based on the restricted quantum group
U qsℓ(2) (recall the discussion after Conjecture 1.2) to make the equivalence F work.
Since the algebras Λ andW(p) are related by a (conjectural) ribbon equivalence, so are
their categories of local modules. Hence the equivalence given by the right vertical arrow
in (1.6) is indeed a consequence. But together with the equivalence F , this is precisely the
statement of Conjecture 1.2, so that this is actually a consequence of the other conjectures
(and hence it is a corollary in the main text).
Outlook
Here we collect a few direction for further investigation based on our results.
• The intersection of kernels of screening charges acting on the vacuum module of lattice
vertex algebras corresponding to rescaled root lattices of Lie algebras g give generalisations
3 Here we are again glossing over some detail, as we must only consider finitely generated local modules.
This is explained in the main text.
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of the triplet vertex algebra, and – after taking appropriate invariants – of the singlet vertex
algebra [FT, CM2, Le2, FL]. Not much is known about these vertex algebras, but a natural
expectation are correspondences to (unrolled) restricted quantum groups of g (as described
in [GP, Le1]). It would be interesting to construct quasi-Hopf algebras for these, or for
more general “unrolled” Hopf-algebras [AS], along the lines presented in this paper.
• In [GLO] a construction is presented which is in a sense opposite to the simple current
extension we use here, and which applies to general simple Lie algebras g. In the g = sℓ(2)
case, one starts from a rank-one lattice VOA whose representation category is equivalent
to the category of Z2p-graded vector spaces equipped with a certain abelian 3-cocycle (cf.
Remark 2.14), and considers “the algebra of screenings” – a rank-one Nichols algebra object
in the category of Yetter-Drinfeld modules over CZ2p. A generalisation of the construction
of quantum groups [ST, Le2] from Nichols algebras to the quasi-Hopf setting produces then
also our quasi-Hopf algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). For other choices of g one obtains in this way higher
rank generalisations of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). It would be good to further study the relation between
this construction and the conformal extensions used in our paper.
• The representation category of a factorisable ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra is a factorisable
finite tensor category (see e.g. [FGR1, Sec. 4] for definitions) which is in addition ribbon.
For such categories one obtains projective actions of surface mapping class groups on certain
Hom-spaces [Ly1, Ly2]. Concrete expressions for the projective action of the generators
of the torus mapping class group SL(2,Z) have been given in terms of quasi-Hopf algebra
data in [FGR1, Thm. 8.1]. The action in this case is given on the center of the algebra. The
families of quasi-Hopf algebras in [FGR2] and in Theorem 1.1 provide examples to which
this formalism can be applied. It would also be interesting to generalise the projective
SL(2,Z)-action on Hochschild cohomology (where the center is in the zero degree) as
developed for factorisable Hopf algebras in [LMSS] to this quasi-Hopf setting.
• Verlinde’s formula for rational VOAs says that normalised Hopf link invariants of the
modular tensor category of the VOA coincide with the corresponding normalised entries
of the modular S-matrix of torus one-point functions [Ve, MS, Hu1, Hu2]. Generalisations
of the Verlinde formula to the finitely non-semisimple setting have been discussed e.g. in
[FHST, Fu, GnR2, CG]. The proposal in [CG, GnR2] for C2-cofinite VOAs V relies on
a connection between the modular properties of pseudo-trace functions for V and certain
invariants in RepV , in particular [GnR2, GnR3] relate it with Lyubashenko’s modular
group action on End of the identity functor. The comparison of the two SL(2,Z) actions
has been done for symplectic fermions in [FGR2] and the results of this paper allow one
to test the proposal in the case of the triplet algebra, see also Remark 4.3 (2).
• Logarithmic knot invariants are invariants of knots coloured with projective represen-
tations of U qsℓ(2) [MN, Mu]. They have been computed by constructing the projective
modules as limits of modules of Utsℓ(2) as t→ q [Mu] and it turns out that the same invari-
ants can also be obtained from projective modules of U
H
q sℓ(2) [CMR]. Recently, in [BBG]
a so-called modified trace together with Henning’s type construction was used to gener-
alise the knot invariants to logarithmic invariants of links colored by projective U qsℓ(2)
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modules, and eventually to invariants of 3d manifolds with links inside and – in [DGP] –
further to a 3d TQFT (for the braided case and with a modified cobordism category). It
is a natural task to try to build similarly a TQFT also from U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2).
• After investigating chiral conformal field theory in terms of a VOA V , one would next like
to understand how to combine the chiral halves into a full conformal field theory. If V has
finitely semisimple representation theory, so thatRepV is a modular tensor category [Hu2],
one can phrase this as an algebraic question in RepV , see [FjFRS] for an overview. The
corresponding program for finitely non-semisimple RepV , so-called logarithmic VOAs, is
currently being developed, see [FS2] and references therein. The triplet VOA W(p) and
symplectic fermions are prominent examples of such logarithmic VOAs and the families of
quasi-Hopf algebras presented in this paper and in [FGR2] provide the necessary data in
order to study the construction of full logarithmic conformal field theories.
Organisation of the paper
In Section 2 we start by giving our conventions for braided tensor categories and quasi-
Hopf algebras. Then the definition of local modules and the associated braided monoidal
category is reviewed, with an emphasis of finitely generated local modules. After setting
up the formalism, we present in detail the relation between local modules of an algebra in
C-graded vector spaces given by the group algebra CZ, and a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra
with underlying algebra CZ2p (Theorem 2.25). This will illustrate the more complicated
construction in the case of quantum groups.
In Section 3 we introduce the starting point of our construction, the unrolled restricted
quantum group U
H
q sℓ(2). We review its finite-dimensional simple and projective modules
of weight type. Then we give the commutative algebra Λ internal to Rep⊕wtU
H
q sℓ(2), the
category of at most countably-dimensional U
H
q sℓ(2)-modules of weight type, and we study
the finitely generated local Λ-modules (Proposition 3.8).
Section 4 contains our main result. After reviewing the definition of the restricted
quantum group U qsℓ(2), we give our quasi-Hopf algebra modification U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), and we
show that it is indeed a factorisable ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra, and that its category of
finite-dimensional representations is ribbon-equivalent to the category of finitely generated
local Λ-modules discussed in Section 3 (Theorem 4.1). The quasi-Hopf algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
is Z2-graded and we finally investigate the orbit of its quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra
structures under the action of the third abelian cohomology for Z2 (which is isomorphic
to Z4).
In Section 5 we describe the conjectural relation between our Hopf-algebraic construc-
tions and VOAs. We briefly recall the definition of the singlet VOAM(p) and triplet VOA
W(p), as well as some of their representations. We state the conjectural ribbon equivalence
Rep〈s〉M
(
p
) ∼= RepwtUHq sℓ(2) and show how the triplet algebra is transported to Λ from
Section 4 along this equivalence. Thus, assuming this conjecture, for the triplet algebra
we can conclude RepW(p) ∼= RepU (Φ)q sℓ(2) (Corollary 5.9).
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Finally, Section 6 contains the proof of our main result, Theorem 4.1.
In Appendix B we illustrate in an example how the modified coproduct in U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
solves the problem of non-commutative tensor products one encounters for U qsℓ(2).
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2 Local modules and quasi-Hopf algebras
In this section we describe the notion of local modules for a commutative algebra in a
braided monoidal category. After setting out our conventions, we review the general setup
and then consider the example of C-graded vector spaces in some detail. This example
illustrates in a much simpler setting the construction of the equivalence F in (1.6) carried
out in Sections 3.2 and 6. In essence, the example treats the (rank one) Cartan part
of U
H
q sℓ(2) and U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). In the language of vertex operator algebras, it describes the
extension of the rank-one Heisenberg VOA to a lattice VOA.
2.1 Conventions
In order to set out our notation, here we collect standard categorical and Hopf algebraic
notions. For details and definitions see e.g. [EGNO, CP, So].
In a monoidal category C with tensor unit 1 ∈ C, the associator is a natural family
of isomorphisms αU,V,W : U ⊗ (V ⊗W ) → (U ⊗ V ) ⊗W . If C is braided, we denote the
natural family of braiding isomorphisms by cU,V : U ⊗ V → V ⊗U . In a braided monoidal
category B, an object T ∈ B is called transparent if it has trivial monodromy with every
other object of C, that is, if cU,T ◦ cT,U = idT⊗U for all U ∈ B.
A braided monoidal category B is called balanced [Shu] if there is a natural isomorphism
θU : U → U of the identity functor on C, called balancing isomorphism or twist, such that
for all U, V ∈ B,
θU⊗V = (θU ⊗ θV ) ◦ cV,U ◦ cU,V (2.1)
The relation θ1 = id1 is a consequence of this axiom (see e.g. [Kas, Lem.XIV.3.3]).
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Let C be a monoidal category. We say that an object U ∈ C has a left dual U∗ if
there are duality morphisms evU : U
∗ ⊗ U → 1 and coevU : 1 → U ⊗ U∗ satisfying the
zig-zag identities, see e.g. [EGNO, Sec. 2.10]. We think of evU and coevU as part of the
data defining a dual object. There is an analogous notion of a right dual. If every object
of C has a left (resp. a left and right) dual, we say that C has left duals (resp. C has duals).
Let B be a balanced braided monoidal category which has left duals. Then B is a ribbon
category if the balancing isomorphism satisfies the following compatibility condition with
the duals: for all U ∈ B,
(θU)
∗ = θU∗ . (2.2)
In this case we call θ a ribbon twist. A ribbon category automatically also has right duals.
We note that often in the literature, (2.1) and (2.2) are assumed together, and the notion of
“balanced category” is not separately introduced (and the notion is not standard). We will,
however, deal with categories where not every object has a dual, but which are nonetheless
balanced, hence the distinction.
In the category of vector spaces over some field (for us always C) we will denote the
braiding by τ instead of c. The braiding is symmetric and is given by the flip of tensor
factors,
τX,Y : X ⊗ Y −→ Y ⊗X , τX,Y (x⊗ y) = y ⊗ x , (2.3)
where X, Y are vector spaces.
A quasi-bialgebra A over a field is an associative unital algebra with product µ, to-
gether with a counital coproduct ∆, such that the coproduct is a coalgebra map, and it
is coassociative up to conjugation with a coassociator Φ ∈ A⊗3. A quasi-Hopf algebra
A is a quasi-bialgebra that is equipped with an antipode structure, that is, an algebra-
anti-automorphism S : A → A, an evaluation element α and a coevaluation element β.
A quasi-Hopf algebra A is quasi-triangular if it is equipped with a universal R-matrix
R ∈ A⊗2, and it is ribbon if it is in addition equipped with a ribbon element v ∈ A. For
the list of conditions in the notation we use here, we refer to [FGR1, Sec. 6]. We stress
that when working with a quasi-Hopf algebra A we assume that the unit isomorphisms
in RepA are those of the underlying vector spaces. This avoids having to introduce two
additional invertible elements in A and simplifies the conditions.
For a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra A, the category of (possibly infinite dimensional) A-
modules is a balanced braided tensor category with structure maps
αM,N,K : M ⊗ (N ⊗K) −→ (M ⊗N)⊗K , m⊗ n⊗ k 7−→ Φ.(m⊗ n⊗ k) ,
cM,N : M ⊗N −→ N ⊗M , m⊗ n 7−→ τM,N(R.(m⊗ n)) ,
θM : M −→M , m 7−→ v−1.m , (2.4)
where M,N,K are A-modules. The category of finite-dimensional A-modules is a ribbon
category.
A finite-dimensional quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra A is called factorisable if the
element Dˆ ∈ A⊗ A defined below provides a non-degenerate copairing [FGR1, Rem. 6.6].
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Dˆ is given by
Dˆ =
∑
(X),(W )
S(W3X
′
2)W4X
′′
2 ⊗ S(W1X ′1)W2X ′′1 , (2.5)
where X ∈ A⊗2 and W ∈ A⊗4 are defined as
X =
∑
(Φ)
Φ1 ⊗ Φ2βS(Φ3) ,
W = (1⊗α⊗ 1⊗α) · (1⊗ Φ−1) · (1⊗M ⊗ 1) · (1⊗ Φ) · (id⊗ id⊗∆)(Φ−1) , (2.6)
and M = R21R ∈ A⊗A is the monodromy matrix. The equivalence to the original defini-
tion of factorisability for quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebras in [BT] is shown in [FGR1,
Cor. 7.6]. For a Hopf algebra we have Dˆ =∑(M) S(M2)⊗M1, so that we obtain the usual
factorisability condition that M is a non-degenerate copairing.
We note that factorisability can be defined directly for braided finite tensor categories
in several equivalent ways, we refer to [Shi] or e.g. [FGR1, Sec. 4] for details. By [FGR1,
Sec. 7.3], A is factorisable iff RepfdA is factorisable. For us the following equivalent char-
acterisation (which follows from [Shi]) will be important: A is factorisable iff RepfdA has
no transparent objects apart from direct sums of the trivial representation.
2.2 The category of finitely generated local modules
Let B be a braided monoidal category and A ∈ B a commutative associative unital algebra
(we will just say “commutative algebra” form now on). A (left) A-module in B is an
object M ∈ B together with a morphism ρM : A⊗M →M satisfying an associativity and
unit condition (see e.g. [FS1, Os] for details). The category of A-modules and A-module
intertwiners in B will be denoted by AB.
Local modules (also called dyslectic modules) where introduced in [Pa] and further
studied e.g. in [KO, FrFRS]. They are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. An A-module M in B is called local if
ρM ◦ cM,A ◦ cA,M = ρM . (2.7)
We write ABloc for the full subcategory of local A-modules in AB.
In words, for a local module the monodromy endomorphism of A⊗M can be omitted
when composed with the action map A ⊗M → M . If B is symmetrically braided, every
module is local.
In a braided category, a left module over a commutative algebra4 can be turned into
a right module in two ways, using the braiding or the inverse braiding to define the right
action [Pa]:
ρr,±M : M ⊗ A→ M , ρr,+M = ρM ◦ cM,A , ρr,−M = ρM ◦ c−1A,M . (2.8)
4 If A is not commutative, this procedure results in a right module over the corresponding version of
the opposite algebra Aop, i.e. the algebra which has the multiplication of A composed with the braiding
or its inverse, respectively.
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An equivalent way of phrasing Definition 2.1 is that these two right actions agree:
M local ⇔ ρr,+M = ρr,−M , (2.9)
providing thus a preferred way to turn left modules into bimodules.
The tensor product of two A-A-bimodules M,N is defined as the coequaliser
M ⊗ (A⊗N) ////M ⊗N π⊗ //M ⊗A N . (2.10)
The initial bracketing is not important, but for this choice the two arrows are the left
action idM ⊗ ρlN and the right action composed with the associator, (ρrM ⊗ idN) ◦ αM,A,N ,
respectively.
We will need that the tensor product ⊗A exists for all modules. One simple way to
ensure this is to demand B to be abelian, which we will do from now on. (Another way is
to take A separable and B idempotent complete, see e.g. [FrFRS, CRu]).
By (2.8), there are two ways to turn a left A-module (not necessarily local) into an
A-A-bimodule, and hence two ways to turn AB into a monoidal category, see [Pa] (this
procedure is also called α-induction [BEK, Os]). We choose the convention that the right
action on a left A-module M is ρr,+M . The tensor product functor of AB is ⊗A and the
tensor unit is A. The associativity and unit isomorphisms are induced from those of B.
Induction provides a tensor functor
Ind : B −→ AB , X 7→ A⊗X , f 7→ idA ⊗ f , (2.11)
where the A-action on A⊗X is by left multiplication (see e.g. [FS1, Sec. 4] for details).
The next lemma shows that local modules form a full tensor subcategory (whose tensor
product does not depend on the initial choice of ρr,+M over ρ
r,−
M by (2.9)).
Lemma 2.2 ([Pa, Lem. 1.3&Prop. 2.4]). For local A-modules M,N , the tensor product
M ⊗AN is again a local A-module, and its A-A-bimodule structure is induced from its left
module structure via (2.8).
The key property of local modules is that the braiding descends to ⊗A [Pa, Prop. 2.2],
i.e. there exists a unique c˜M,N such that the following diagram commutes:
M ⊗ (A⊗N) ////

M ⊗N π⊗ //
cM,N

M ⊗A N
∃! c˜M,N

✤
✤
✤
N ⊗ (A⊗M) // // N ⊗M π⊗ // N ⊗A M
(2.12)
The precise braiding for A in the left-most vertical arrow turns out to not matter due
to the locality condition. When verifying that the squares for the two maps entering the
coequaliser commute (after composition with π⊗) one needs to make use of (2.9), so that
this diagram is specific to local modules. One then proves:
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Proposition 2.3 ([Pa, KO]). For an abelian braided monoidal category B and a commu-
tative algebra A ∈ B, ABloc is a braided monoidal category.
Suppose the category B is in addition balanced with balancing isomorphism θ. As a
direct consequence of Definition 2.1 and (2.1) we get
Lemma 2.4. Let M be a local A-module. If θA = idA, then θM is an A-module intertwiner.
Hence in case θA = idA, the balancing isomorphisms on local modules are morphisms
in ABloc, and one checks that they turn ABloc into a balanced braided monoidal category.
The next lemma addresses the relation between induction and local modules, see
e.g. [CKM].
Lemma 2.5. Let X ∈ B.
1. The induced module Ind(X) is local if and only if X is transparent to A, i.e. cX,A ◦
cA,X = idA⊗X .
2. Denote by B′ ⊂ B the full subcategory of objects which are transparent to A. Then B′
is braided monoidal and Ind : B′ → ABloc is a braided monoidal functor. If θA = idA,
Ind is in addition balanced.
Remark 2.6. A second reason why local modules are of special relevance is the theory of
extensions of VOAs [KO, HKL, CKM]. It is shown in [HKL] that a VOA extension of a
given VOA V corresponds to a commutative, associative algebra A with trivial twist in the
vertex tensor category RepV (see [HKL, CKM] for the precise conditions on V and on
vertex tensor categories of grading-restricted generalised V -modules). Moreover, the vertex
tensor category of modules over the extended VOA is braided equivalent to the category
of local A-modules [CKM]. We will come back to this in two examples: in Section 2.3
we will recall the well-known statement that lattice vertex algebras are extensions of the
Heisenberg (or free boson) VOA and in Section 5.3 we discuss the triplet VOA algebras
W(p) as extensions of the singlet VOA M(p).
In a braided category, if an object X has a left dual X∗, that same object is also a right
dual of X , and vice versa. Hence we just say “X has a dual”.
Definition 2.7. A left A-module M in B is called finitely generated if there is an object
X ∈ B which has a dual, and a surjective A-module intertwiner from the induced module
Ind(X) to M .
This definition provides us with another full tensor subcategory, as the following lemma
shows.
Lemma 2.8. If the tensor product functor of B is right exact, then the tensor product of
finitely generated modules is again finitely generated.
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Proof. Since the tensor product of B is right exact, so is ⊗A on AB. Let M,N be finitely
generated from objects X, Y ∈ B with duals and with surjections f : A ⊗ X → M and
g : A⊗ Y → N . Then by right exactness,
A⊗ (X ⊗ Y ) ∼−→ (A⊗X)⊗A (A⊗ Y ) f⊗Ag−−−→ M ⊗A N (2.13)
is a surjection. Since also X ⊗Y has a dual, this shows that M ⊗AN is finitely generated.
We denote the category of modules which are both, finitely generated and local, by
ABfg-loc. From Lemma 2.5 we have the following easy source of finitely generated local
modules.
Corollary 2.9. Let X ∈ B have a dual and be transparent to A. Then Ind(X) ∈ ABfg-loc.
Note, however, that in general for a finitely generated local module we do not require
the induced module Ind(X) covering it to be local.
We collect the above constructions in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.10. Let B be an abelian braided monoidal category with right exact tensor
product, and let A ∈ B be a commutative algebra. Then ABloc and ABfg-loc are braided
monoidal categories. If B is balanced, so are ABloc and ABfg-loc.
Remark 2.11. In the setting of Proposition 2.10, ABfg-loc is in general neither rigid nor
abelian. For example, take B to be the symmetric monoidal category of k-vector spaces.
Recall that for symmetric categories, every module is local. For A = k[X ], the A-module k
is finitely generated but has no dual (indeed, X acts trivially on M ⊗A k for any A-module
M , and hence HomA(M ⊗A k, A) = {0}). Thus in this case, ABfg-loc is not rigid. Or take
A to be the polynomial ring with a countable number of generators, A = k[X1, X2, . . . ].
Clearly A is finitely generated as an A-module. But the kernel of the A-module map
f : A → k, Xi 7→ 0 is the ideal generated by all Xi, and hence is not finitely generated
over A. Thus for this choice of A, ABfg-loc is not abelian.
Under suitable extra conditions on B and A one can show that ABfg-loc is abelian and rigid.
In particular, A should satisfy the descending chain condition in AB and the tensor product
⊗A should be exact on ABfg. We will not pursue this here as rigidity will be evident in the
concrete cases we consider.
After these general preparations, let us turn to the example which illustrates the con-
struction of the equivalence F in (1.6). We first describe the relevant category and algebra
(Section 2.3) and the equivalence to the representations of a quasi-Hopf algebra (Sec-
tion 2.4).
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2.3 Example: C-graded vector spaces
We denote by Hfd the category of finite-dimensional C-graded complex vector spaces, and
by H⊕ its completion with respect to countable direct sums. Equivalently, H⊕ consists of
C-graded vector spaces of overall finite or countable dimension.5
Given V ∈ H⊕, we write Vα for the graded component of degree α ∈ C, so that
V =
⊕
α∈C Vα. By our assumption on the overall dimension of V , at most countably many
components Vα can be non-zero. Denote by HV : V → V the degree map on V , that
is, HV |Vα = α idVα . The collection {HV }V ∈H⊕ is a natural transformation of the identity
functor on H⊕. The category H⊕ is semisimple and we denote by Cα the simple object of
H⊕ which is C in degree α and zero else; every simple object is isomorphic to exactly one
of these.
For any abelian group Γ, braided monoidal structures on the category of Γ-graded vector
spaces over a field k are parametrised (up to braided equivalences whose underlying functor
is the identity) by the third abelian group cohomology H3ab(Γ, k
×), see [JS] and [EGNO,
Sec. 8.4]. The cohomology group H3ab(Γ, k
×) in turn is canonically isomorphic to the group
of quadratic forms on Γ ([EM] and [EGNO, Thm. 8.4.9]). Recall that a quadratic form is
a function κ : Γ→ k× such that κ(a) = κ(−a), and such that the function ρ : Γ×Γ→ k×,
(a, b) 7→ κ(a + b)κ(a)−1κ(b)−1 is bilinear (it is called the associated bilinear form).
In our example, Γ = C and we choose the quadratic form
a 7→ exp(πir
2
a2) , (2.14)
where r ∈ C× is a normalisation constant. The factor πir
2
is there to match the convention
for U
H
q sℓ(2) in (3.9) below, in which case r = 1/p. We will see in Proposition 2.12 below
that all choices of r ∈ C× lead to equivalent braided monoidal categories. The associated
bilinear form is ρ(a, b) = eπirab. The resulting braided monoidal structure on H⊕ can be
described as follows. The associator is just the standard one of graded vector spaces. The
braiding isomorphism is
cU,V = τU,V ◦ epiir2 HU⊗HV , (2.15)
where τU,V is the flip of tensor factors from (2.3). On an element u ⊗ v ∈ Uα ⊗ Vβ the
braiding isomorphism acts as cU,V (u ⊗ v) = epiir2 αβv ⊗ u. From the explicit form of the
braiding it is immediate that the transparent objects in H⊕ are precisely those C-graded
vector spaces concentrated in degree 0.
The braided monoidal category H⊕ is balanced with balancing isomorphism
θU = e
piir
2
(HU )
2
, (2.16)
so that for u ∈ Uα we have θU(u) = epiir2 α2u. The full subcategory Hfd of H⊕ is rigid, while
H⊕ itself is not. The dual of V is given by V ∗ with degree map −(HV )∗. That is, the dual
5 We could just take all C-graded vector spaces, but we prefer H⊕ as this is the smallest setting in
which the example works. Another natural looking choice is to take C-graded vector spaces with finite-
dimensional graded components. However, this will not work for us as it does not close under tensor
products.
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of a vector space concentrated in degree α is concentrated in degree −α. With the above
choice of balancing, Hfd becomes a ribbon category.
There are infinitely many quadratic forms on C which are not of the form (2.14),
for example one can think of C as a Q-vector space and choose the diagonal part of an
arbitrary symmetric bilinear form on this uncountably infinite dimensional Q-vector space.
Still, under some natural assumptions our choice of braiding on H⊕ is the generic one, as
we now illustrate.
Given a braided monoidal structure on H⊕, the corresponding quadratic form κ : C →
C× is extracted from the self-braiding of simple objects: cCα,Cα = κ(α) idCα⊗Cα. We stress
that in all our considerations the tensor product functor on H⊕ remains fixed. We have:
Proposition 2.12. Let B be equal to H⊕ equipped with some braided monoidal structure
and let κB be the corresponding quadratic form. If κB is continuous, then
κB(z) = eζz
2+χzz¯+ξz¯2 , (2.17)
for an appropriate choice of ζ, χ, ξ ∈ C. If χ = ξ = 0 and ζ 6= 0, then B is braided
monoidally equivalent to H⊕ equipped with the braided monoidal structure for the quadratic
form κ(z) = ez
2
, i.e. we may set ζ = 1.
Proof. Let ρ : C × C → C× be the (symmetric) bilinear form associated to κB. By as-
sumption, ρ is continuous on C× C. As C × C is simply connected we can find a unique
continuous lift to the universal cover C of C× (i.e. a logarithm) ρ˜ : C× C → C. The map
ρ˜ is again bilinear (i.e. a group homomorphism for (C,+) in each argument), and it is
determined on rational points by ρ˜(1, 1), ρ˜(1, i) and ρ˜(i, i). By continuity one finds, for
a, b, c, d ∈ R,
ρ˜(a+ ib, c + id) = rac+ s(ad+ bc) + tbd , (2.18)
with r, s, t ∈ C given by r = ρ˜(1, 1), s = ρ˜(1, i) = ρ˜(i, 1), t = ρ˜(i, i). Correspondingly, for
ρ itself we get
ρ(a + ib, c+ id) = erac+s(ad+bc)+tbd . (2.19)
The quadratic form is then uniquely fixed to be κB(a + ib) = e
1
2
(ra2+2sab+tb2). This is
precisely (2.17) if one sets z = a+ ib, ζ = 1
8
r − 1
8
t− i
4
s, χ = 1
4
r + 1
4
t, ξ = 1
8
r − 1
8
t+ i
4
s.
It remains to show that if χ = ξ = 0, up to braided equivalence we can set ζ = 1.
Let F be an invertible R-linear endomorphism of C (not necessarily an algebra map) and
define the quadratic form κ˜(z) := κB(F (z)). Consider the C-linear endofunctor F of H⊕
given on objects by F(V ) = ⊕α F(V )α with F(V )α := VF (α). On morphisms, F acts as
the identity. Write C for the braided monoidal category obtained from H⊕ with quadratic
form κ˜. The functor F transports the self-braiding from C to that of B (note that this is
independent of the choice of coherence isomorphisms for F):
F(cC
Cα,Cα) = κ˜(α)idCF (α)⊗CF (α) , c
B
F(Cα),F(Cα) = κB(F (α)) idCF (α)⊗CF (α) , (2.20)
so that by construction the two expressions are equal. Since the quadratic form determines
the braided monoidal structure up to a braided monoidal isomorphism whose underlying
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functor is the identity, it is possible to find coherence isomorphisms for F such that it
becomes a braided monoidal functor C → B.
If χ = ξ = 0, we can absorb the factor ζ into F by choosing it to be an appropriate
rescaling and rotation. That is, we can find F such that κB(F (z)) = ez
2
, and by the above
argument we obtain the braided monoidal equivalence claimed in the proposition.
The above proposition shows in particular that up to braided monoidal equivalence
there is a unique braided monoidal structure on H⊕ for which
1. the braiding is non-symmetric,
2. the self-braiding of simple objects depends holomorphically on their degree.
This is the braided monoidal structure we have chosen on H⊕ in (2.15) (in a normalisation
convenient to us – all choices of r ∈ C× give equivalent braided monoidal categories).
Remark 2.13.
1. Denote by H the rank one Heisenberg VOA. Another name for H is the affine VOA of
the Lie algebra gl(1) at non-zero real level k (one can fix the level to any non-zero value
as one can always rescale). By RepH we denote the category of Fock modules, i.e.
countable direct sums of highest-weight modules of ĝl(1) of level k. Inequivalent simple
modules are exactly the Fock modules Fλ of weight λ ∈ C [LW]. RepH is thus C-linear
equivalent to H⊕. Moreover, their tensor products are just Fλ ⊠H Fµ ∼= Fλ+µ [DL],
see also the proof of [CKLR, Thm. 2.3]. Applicability of the vertex tensor theory of
[HLZ] requires the conformal weight to be real and so let Rep(H)R be the subcategory
of Rep(H) whose simple objects are the Fock modules Fλ of real weight λ. It is a
vertex tensor category [CKLR, Thm. 2.3]. The operator product algebra of intertwining
operators of Fock modules is analytic in the weight labels (see e.g. [FB, Eq. (5.2.9)]) and
so especially the braiding depends analytically on the weight λ of a Fock module Fλ.
It is a computation to verify that the self-braiding is just eπiλ
2/k idFλ⊠HFλ . This tells us
that Rep(H)R is braided equivalent to the full tensor subcategory of H⊕ of R-graded
vector spaces with r in (2.14) chosen to be r = 2/k ∈ R.
2. Demanding a vector space to be C-graded, as we do, is equivalent to requiring the
degree map H to act semisimply. The action of H corresponds to the action of the
zero-mode of the Heisenberg field of the Heisenberg VOA H. However, H also allows
for self-extensions of Fock modules on which this zero-mode does not act semisimply.
There are even extensions of infinite Jordan-Ho¨lder length of Fock modules. As this is
rather unpleasant, one usually restricts to H-modules that carry a semi-simple action
of the zero-mode of the Heisenberg vertex algebra H.
Now we turn to algebras A in H⊕. We need the following notion: a non-degenerate
invariant pairing on an algebra A in a monoidal category is a morphism ̟ : A ⊗ A → 1
such that
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1. (invariance) we have the identity[
A⊗ (A⊗ A) id⊗µ−−−→ A⊗ A ̟−→ 1]
=
[
A⊗ (A⊗ A) ∼−→ (A⊗ A)⊗ A µ⊗id−−−→ A⊗A ̟−→ 1] , (2.21)
2. (non-degeneracy) for all objects U and morphisms f : U → A the equalities
̟ ◦ (f ⊗ idA) = 0 or ̟ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) = 0 (2.22)
imply that f = 0.
Condition 2 may look a bit opaque. In the case of H⊕, ̟ is in particular a linear map
A ⊗ A → C, and condition 2 just means that it is non-degenerate as a pairing of vector
spaces: ̟(a, b) = 0 for all a implies b = 0 and vice versa. If A ∈ Hfd, conditions 1 and 2
are equivalent to A being a Frobenius algebra. However, we will specifically be interested
in algebras A that are not finite-dimensional.
Since finite-dimensional (ungraded) vector spaces form a subcategory ofH⊕, one cannot
hope to classify all algebras inH⊕. But one can classify all algebras subject to the following
three conditions:
1. A is commutative,
2. A does allow for a non-degenerate invariant pairing,
3. the graded components of A have dimension 0 or 1.
It is easy to write examples of such algebras. Fix p ∈ Z \ {0}, abbreviate γ = 2√p/r (the
choice of square root is immaterial) and set
Λp :=
⊕
m∈Z
Cmγ . (2.23)
Write 1α for the element 1 ∈ Cα. Then Λ has unit η(1) = 10 and product
µ(1mγ ⊗ 1nγ) = 1(m+n)γ . (2.24)
Associativity and unitality are clear, and commutativity amounts to the observation that
exp(πir
2
mnγ2) = 1. The non-degenerate invariant pairing is given by µ composed with the
projection to grade 0. Note that p and −p give two rank one lattices in C which are rotated
by i relative to each other.
Remark 2.14.
1. The algebras Λp (for p > 0 but without the commutativity requirement, so without p
having to be an integer) were also considered in [BR], where the monoidal category of
their bimodules was determined.
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2. Algebras A in braided monoidal categories of the form A =
⊕
g∈G Lg, where G is a
finite group and Lg are invertible simple objects whose tensor product agrees with
the product in G, have been studied in [FRS2]. These algebras originate from so-called
simple current extensions in conformal field theory [SY1, In, SY2] and have been studied
in the VOA setting e.g. in [DLM, Ya, CKL].
3. We have discussed in Remark 2.13 (1) that Rep(H)R is braided equivalent to the full
subcategory of R-graded vector spaces inH⊕. The algebra object Λp is thus the simplest
example of an infinite order simple current extension and the extended vertex algebra
is the lattice VOA V√2pZ of the lattice
√
2pZ, see e.g. [Do, DLM] and [AR] for details.
We note that p < 0 gives a sensible vertex algebra; the literature however seems to
prefer lattices of positive definite signature.
It turns out that with one exception6, the algebras Λp provide all examples of algebras
in H⊕ which satisfy conditions 1–3 above:
Proposition 2.15. Any algebra A ∈ H⊕ that satisfies conditions 1–3 is isomorphic to
either C0 or to Λp for some p ∈ Z \ {0}.
This proposition can be shown by adapting the statements and proofs in [FRS2] from
finite groups and Frobenius algebras to the present situation. Alternatively, one can give
a straightforward direct proof, which we do in Appendix A. Note that the proposition is
false if we do not demand existence of a non-degenerate invariant pairing. For example,
one could then just take the sum over m ∈ Z≥0 in (2.23).
Next we look at local Λp-modules. We have the following explicit description:
Proposition 2.16. Let p ∈ Z \ {0}. A Λp-module is local if and only if the underlying
C-graded vector space is non-zero only for degrees in 1√
rp
Z. A local Λp-module is finitely
generated if and only if all its graded components are finite dimensional.
We remark that for a non-local Λp-module, finite-dimensionality of its eigenspaces does
not imply that it is finitely generated. We also note that there are local Λp-modules which
are not finitely generated, e.g. those induced from U /∈ Hfd.
In what follows, we will abbreviate Λ = Λp.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.15 we set r = 1.
Let M be a local Λ-module with action ρ : Λ ⊗ M → M . For m ∈ Z consider the
linear maps ρ(1γm) := ρ(1mγ ⊗ −) : M → M . On the graded components, these act as
ρ(1γm) : Mα → Mα+mγ (and so these are not morphisms in H⊕). The action property can
be stated as, for all m,n ∈ Z.
ρ(10) = idM , ρ(1γm) ◦ ρ(1γn) = ρ(1γ(m+n)) . (2.25)
6 The exception is just notational. One can include the case p = 0 by setting S = 2
√
p/rZ and
Λp =
⊕
α∈S Cα. Then for p = 0, S is the one-element set {0}.
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In particular, all ρ(1γm) are isomorphisms.
The locality property ρ ◦ cM,Λ ◦ cΛ,M = ρ, evaluated on 1mγ ⊗ xα for some m ∈ Z and
xα ∈Mα, reads
eπimγαρ(1γm)(xα) = ρ(1γm)(xα) . (2.26)
Since ρ(1γm) is an isomorphism and xα was arbitrary, we must have e
πimγα = 1 for all
m ∈ Z and α ∈ C such that Mα 6= {0}. Equivalently, we need α2√p ∈ 2Z, showing the
first statement.
For the second statement, first note that for V ∈ H⊕ finite dimensional, Λ ⊗ V has
finite-dimensional graded components. Conversely, pick a set S of representatives of the
cosets in 1√
p
Z/2
√
pZ ∼= Z2p. Then S has 2p elements, and for every homogeneous u ∈ M
one can find α ∈ S, x ∈Mα and m ∈ Z such that ρ(1γm)(x) = u, i.e. we get a surjection ρ :
Ind(
⊕
α∈SMα) → M of Λ-modules. Since
⊕
α∈SMα is finite-dimensional by assumption,
this shows that M is finitely generated.
It is now straightforward to write down the braided monoidal category
M := Λp(H⊕)fg-loc (2.27)
of finitely generated local modules directly. One first convinces oneself that every M ∈M
is isomorphic to an induced module Ind(U) for some (non-unique) U ∈ Hfd. In particular,
M is again semisimple and since Ind is a tensor functor (cf. Lemma 2.5),M is pointed. The
relevant group is the quotient of 1√
rp
Z by 2
√
p/rZ, i.e. Z2p. The corresponding quadratic
form is read off from that ofHfd using (2.14). One finds that, for a ∈ Z2p, κ(a) = exp(πi2pa2).
Note that this is independent of r. The ribbon category M is equivalent to the ribbon
category of modules over the lattice VOA from Remark 2.14 (3), see also Theorem 5.6
below.
Now comes the simple but key observation of this example. The quadratic form κ does
not arise as the diagonal of a bilinear form on Z2p. Consequently, M is not monoidally
equivalent to Z2p-graded vector spaces with trivial associator, even though the C-graded
vector spaces we started from had a trivial associator. Explicit choices of associator and
braiding for the quadratic form κ have been given for example in [BS, Sec. 4.2], [FRS1,
Sec. 2.5.1] or [FGRS, App.B.1].
Remark 2.17. The above discussion generalises to algebras in Cn-graded vector spaces
for some n ∈ Z≥1 which satisfy the conditions 1–3. We only need the rank one case, and so
we can avoid some difficulties occurring for higher rank, such as the appearance of signs in
the product of the corresponding algebras. Namely, for higher rank it is no longer possible
to set all structure constants ta,b to 1 as we do in the proof of Proposition 2.15, but one
can at best achieve ta,b = ±1. See e.g. [Sch, Sec. 2.2] for a discussion of these signs in the
VOA context.
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2.4 Quasi-Hopf algebra for local Λp-modules
For this section we fix p ∈ Z>0 and we set the parameter r in (2.15) to be
r = 1
p
. (2.28)
This will be the choice relevant for Sections 3 and 4. Recall from Proposition 2.12 that
different values of r give equivalent braided monoidal categories H⊕.
From the above discussion we see that M as defined in (2.27) is braided monoidally
equivalent to modules over the quasi-Hopf algebra CZω2p – the group algebra of Z2p equipped
with the co-associator and R-matrix described by an abelian 3-cocycle ω. The class [ω] ∈
H3ab(Z2p,C
×) corresponds to the quadratic form κ(a) = exp(πi
2p
a2) discussed above.
Definition 2.18. Let C,D be categories with tensor product functors ⊗C,⊗D and tensor
units 1C, 1D. A functor F : C → D is called multiplicative if there exists a family of natural
isomorphisms FU,V : F(U)⊗D F(V )→ F(U ⊗C V ) and an isomorphism F1 : 1→ F(1).
If C and D in the above definition are monoidal categories (i.e. equipped with associ-
ator and unit isomorphisms satisfying the relevant coherence conditions), a multiplicative
functor is also called a quasi-tensor functor, see e.g. [EGNO, Def. 4.2.5], i.e. one does not
demand the compatibility conditions with the associator and unit isomorphisms from the
definition of the tensor functor.
In this section we illustrate the method we use below to find the coassociator and
braiding for the restricted quasi-quantum group U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) (where CZ2p plays the role of
the Cartan subalgebra) by applying it to the much simpler example of CZω2p. It consists of
the following steps:
1. For a given subset S ⊂ Z, such that πS : S → Z2p is a bijection, we construct a C-
linear equivalence FS : Repfd CZ2p →M. Different choices S and S′ lead to naturally
isomorphic functors FS and FS′. Let us abbreviate F := FS.
2. We equip F with a multiplicative structure. That is, we give C-linear natural iso-
morphism FM,N : F(M) ⊗Λ F(N) ∼−→ F(M ⊗ N), where M ⊗ N is defined via the
standard coproduct in CZ2p.
7
3. Abbreviate D = Repfd CZ2p. The multiplicative functor F : D → M is made
monoidal by computing the unique natural isomorphism αD in D which makes the
7 This step is more complicated for U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) as there the coproduct has to be modified, too.
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diagram
F(U)⊗M
(F(V )⊗M F(W ))
id⊗FV,W

αMF(U),F(V ),F(W )
//
(F(U)⊗M F(V ))⊗M F(W )
FU,V ⊗id

F(U)⊗M F(V ⊗D W )
FU,V⊗DW

F(U ⊗D V )⊗M F(W )
FU⊗DV,W

F(U ⊗D (V ⊗D W )) F(αDU,V,W ) // F((U ⊗D V )⊗D W )
(2.29)
commute for all U, V,W ∈ D, and where ⊗M stands for ⊗Λ. This results in a group
3-cocycle for Z2p with values in C
×.
4. To make F braided by finding the unique natural isomorphism cD in D which solves
the commutativity condition
F(U)⊗M F(V )
cMF(U),F(V )
//
FU,V

F(V )⊗M F(U)
FV,U

F(U ⊗D V )
F(cDU,V )
// F(V ⊗D U)
(2.30)
for all U, V ∈ D. This amounts to finding a 2-cochain on Z2p which together with
the group 3-cocycle from step 3 defines an abelian 3-cocycle for Z2p.
5. Finally we make the braided monoidal functor F balanced by finding the unique
natural isomorphism θD on D such that
θMF(U) = F(θDU ) (2.31)
is satisfied for all U ∈ D.
Remark 2.19. It is important to stress that since M is balanced braided monoidal, the
natural isomorphisms αD, cD, θD computed in steps 3–5, and which satisfy conditions
(2.29)–(2.31), automatically solve the pentagon and hexagon condition for D, as well as
(2.1), so that they turn D into a balanced braided monoidal category.
IfM has duals and is ribbon (as is the case in this example), then, as F is an equivalence,
also D has duals. In this case, the balancing θD also automatically satisfies (2.2), i.e. it
gives a ribbon structure on D. To see this, first recall that all choices of left duals are
equivalent (i.e. the corresponding functors (−)∗ are naturally isomorphic). Then check
that the validity of condition (2.2) is independent of the particular choice of left duality.
Since D = Repfd CZ2p now is a ribbon category, the coassociator, R-matrix and ribbon
element for CZ2p which correspond to α
D, cD, θD via (2.4) also automatically solve the
pentagon, hexagon and ribbon conditions for quasi-Hopf algebras.
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The proof in Section 6 that U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) as given in Section 4 is a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra
will use the above reasoning. The same procedure of “transport of structure” as outlined
above was already used in [GnR1, FGR2] to obtain a quasi-Hopf algebra related to the
symplectic fermions category.
To implement our plan, we begin with conventions for the algebra CZ2p. It is generated
by K with K2p = 1. Let
q = eiπ/p . (2.32)
The full list of primitive idempotents of CZ2p is provided by
en =
1
2p
2p−1∑
l=0
q−nlK l, n ∈ Z2p . (2.33)
Indeed, they satisfy
enek = δn,k ek and
2p−1∑
n=0
en = 1 . (2.34)
In the left regular representation, these idempotents are projectors onto K-eigenspaces of
the eigenvalue qn,
K · en = qnen , (2.35)
and any CZ2p-module M is decomposed onto K-eigenspaces as
M =
⊕
n∈Z2p
Mn where Mn := enM . (2.36)
We will write enm for the nth weight component of an element m ∈M .
For step 1 of our plan, we need to construct a functor from Repfd CZ2p to H⊕, the
category of C-graded complex vector spaces. To fix the H-action we thus have to “lift”
the Z2p-grading on objects from Rep
fd CZ2p to a C-grading, which amounts to choosing a
branch of the logarithm. This choice can be parametrised as follows. Let π : Z → Z2p be
the canonical surjection and choose
S ⊂ Z such that π|S : S ∼−→ Z2p (2.37)
is a bijection. We will denote by [[x]]S the representative of x ∈ Z in S, so [[x]]S − x = 0
modulo 2p, and in particular [[x]]S = x if x ∈ S. We also recall the decomposition (2.23) for
our algebra Λ := Λp, however for brevity we will denote the basis element in degree 2pk
by 1k instead of 12pk. We define then the C-linear functor
FS : Repfd CZ2p −→ H⊕ , M 7→ Λ⊗C M (2.38)
with the action, for all k, a ∈ Z,
H(1k ⊗ eπ(a)m) :=
(
2pk + [[a]]S
) · 1k ⊗ eπ(a)m . (2.39)
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Below we will abbreviate ea := eπ(a). The object FS(M) = Λ⊗CM has a natural action of
Λ by multiplication on the left:
ρΛ⊗CM : Λ⊗ Λ⊗C M
µΛ⊗idM−−−−−→ Λ⊗C M . (2.40)
It clearly intertwines the H-action and the pair
(FS(M), ρΛ⊗CM) is a finitely-generated
local module due to Proposition 2.16. FS sends a morphism f : M → N to the morphism
idΛ ⊗ f in M. This finally defines the functor FS : Repfd CZ2p → M. It turns out that
FS depends on S only up to natural isomorphism:
Lemma 2.20. For two sets S and S′ satisfying (2.37), FS and FS′ are naturally isomorphic
via ηS,S′ : FS(M) ∼−→ FS′(M) given by, for k, a ∈ Z,
ηS,S′ : 1k ⊗ eam 7→ 1
k+
[a]S−[a]S′
2p
⊗ eam . (2.41)
Proof. It is clear that ηS,S′ is natural and that it is an isomorphism (its inverse is simply
ηS′,S). From (2.39) one verifies that ηS,S′ preserves the H-action. To be a morphism
in M, ηS,S′ also has to intertwine the Λ-action. By (2.40), this amounts to the identity
(µΛ ⊗ idM) ◦ (idΛ ⊗ ηS,S′) = ηS,S′ ◦ (µΛ ⊗ idM), which is immediate from the explicit form
of µΛ in (2.24) when evaluating on 1k ⊗ 1l ⊗m.
The choice of the set S is therefore not important and the result will not depend on it,
up to an equivalence. We will then use the shorthand
[[x]] := [[x]]S (2.42)
for brevity in many places below.
To show that FS is an equivalence, let us introduce a functor from M to Repfd CZ2p:
GS : M→ Repfd CZ2p , V =
⊕
k∈Z
⊕
a∈S
V2pk+a 7→ V(0) :=
⊕
a∈S
Va , (2.43)
in terms of the corresponding graded spaces (so, we take the k = 0 component of V ),
and the action of Z2p on V(0) is given by K = q
H . On morphisms f : V → W , we define
GS : f 7→ f(0) :=
⊕
a∈S fa with f(0) the restriction of f to the “fundamental” component
V(0) ⊂ V . We have f(0) : V(0) →W(0) because morphisms in M respect the grading by H .
It is now easy to see that the composition GS◦FS is naturally isomorphic to the identity
functor idRepfdCZ2p via, for all M ∈ Repfd CZ2p,
GS ◦ FS(M)→ M , 10 ⊗m 7→ m . (2.44)
Similarly we have a natural isomorphism between FS ◦ GS and idM. On objects, the
composition is
FS ◦ GS : V 7→ Λ⊗C V(0) . (2.45)
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Similar as in the proof of Proposition 2.16, for (V, ρV ) ∈ M and k ∈ Z we define the
isomorphisms of C-vector spaces
ρ(1k) := ρV (1k ⊗−) : V → V (2.46)
(we call it the action of the basis element 1k of Λ). The natural transformation to idM can
be then written as
FS ◦ GS ·−→ idM : FS ◦ GS(V )→ V
1k ⊗ v 7→ ρ(1k)(v) , k ∈ Z, v ∈ V(0) . (2.47)
It is a straightforward check that this map is a morphism inM, i.e. a grade preserving map
that also intertwines the Λ action. The map in (2.47) is an isomorphism and its naturality
is also straightforward. We have thus shown that both FS and GS are equivalences.
We summarise the discussion above as:
Proposition 2.21. For a set S satisfying (2.37), FS is a C-linear equivalence from
Repfd CZ2p to the category M of finitely-generated local left Λ-modules internal to the
category of C-graded vector spaces H⊕.
We now turn to step 2, equipping F with a multiplicative structure. That is, we give
a family of isomorphisms
FM,N : F(M)⊗Λ F(N) ∼−→ F(M ⊗N) , (2.48)
natural in M,N ∈ Repfd CZ2p. Recall from Definition 2.18 that in contrast to a monoidal
structure on F , the FM,N are not required to satisfy the coherence condition (2.29) for
the standard monoidal structure on Repfd CZ2p. We begin with introducing a family of
C-linear maps
F˜M,N : F(M)⊗C F(N) −→ F(M ⊗N)
(1k ⊗ eam)⊗ (1l ⊗ ebn) 7−→ (−1)alζa,b 1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) , (2.49)
where the constants ζa,b ∈ C and κ(a, b) ∈ Z, for a, b ∈ S, will be subject to certain
conditions which we establish below.
Next we show that the maps F˜M,N factor through F(M)⊗Λ F(N). Recall from (2.10)
that ⊗Λ is defined via a coequaliser or explicitly as the quotient
F(M)⊗Λ F(N) = F(M)⊗F(N)/ ker π⊗ (2.50)
where
ker π⊗ = im
(
idF(M) ⊗ ρlF(N) − ρrF(M) ⊗ idF(N)
)
(2.51)
and we also used here that the associator αF(M),Λ,F(N) in our case is trivial.
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Lemma 2.22. We have the factorisation
F˜M,N = FM,N ◦ π⊗ (2.52)
where
FM,N : F(M)⊗Λ F(N) ∼−−−−→ F(M ⊗N) (2.53)
are C-linear isomorphisms.
In other words, the maps F˜M,N are well defined on elements from F(M)⊗Λ F(N) and
do not depend on the choice of representatives in F(M) ⊗ F(N). We stress that in this
lemma, the FM,N are not yet required to be morphisms in M, just linear isomorphisms
between the underlying vector spaces.
Proof. Following the definition (2.50) we first have to calculate the image of the equaliser
map
eq := idF(M) ⊗ ρlF(N) − ρrF(M) ⊗ idF(N) (2.54)
and to show that F˜M,N is zero on it. Recall that ρlF(M) is given by (2.40), while follow-
ing (2.8) the right Λ-action is the composition
ρrF(M) : Λ⊗C M ⊗ Λ
cΛ⊗CM,Λ−−−−−−→ Λ⊗ Λ⊗C M µΛ⊗idM−−−−−→ Λ⊗C M
(1k ⊗ eam)⊗ 1s 7→ (−1)as1k+s ⊗ eam , (2.55)
where we also used (2.9) for the local module F(M), i.e. the choice of ± is irrelevant. Then
the image of eq is
im(eq) = span
{
(1k⊗eam)⊗(1l+s⊗ebn)−(−1)as(1k+s⊗eam)⊗(1l⊗ebn) | k, l, s ∈ Z, a, b ∈ S
}
.
It is now straightforward to check that F˜M,N is zero on im(eq) = ker(π⊗) for any ζa,b and
κ(a, b), so (2.52) holds. It remains to show that FM,N are invertible. Indeed the maps
F−1M,N : 1k ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) 7→ ζ−1a,b (1k−κ(a,b) ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (10 ⊗ ebn) (2.56)
are left and right inverses to FM,N .
Because of our convention (see Section 2.1) that the representation category of a quasi-
Hopf algebra uses the unit isomorphisms of the underlying category of vector spaces, it
is natural to demand the isomorphism 1 → F(1) to be the identity. This implies the
constraint
ζa,[0] = 1 = ζ[0] ,a for all a ∈ S (2.57)
for the constants ζa,b in (2.49). For κ in (2.49) we obtain the following condition:
Proposition 2.23. The maps FM,N are morphisms in M iff
κ(a, b) =
a+ b− [[a+ b]]
2p
∈ Z . (2.58)
The FM,N act on elements as
FM,N : (1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) 7→ (−1)alζa,b 1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) . (2.59)
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Proof. First note that the action in (2.59) is a simple consequence of the factorisation (2.52)
and the definition of F˜M,N . Next we show that FM,N is a C-grade preserving map iff (2.58)
holds. One can check from the definition in (2.50) that the H-action on F(M) ⊗Λ F(N)
is given by H ⊗Λ 1+ 1⊗Λ H . Then, on the one hand we have, for a, b ∈ S and k, l ∈ Z,
H : (1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) 7→
(
2p(k + l) + a+ b
)
(1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) . (2.60)
On the other hand,
H : 1k+l+κ(a,b)⊗(eam⊗ebn) 7→
(
2p
(
k+l+κ(a, b)
)
+[[a+b]]
)
1k+l+κ(a,b)⊗(eam⊗ebn) , (2.61)
where we used that K acts on eam ⊗ ebn by qa+b, so that by (2.39), for the H-action we
must use the representative [[a + b]] in S. Comparing (2.60) and (2.61) we conclude that
the H action commutes with FM,N iff the equality (2.58) holds.
It remains to show that the maps FM,N intertwine the Λ-action, or equivalently, that
FM,N commute with the action ρ(1s) of the basis elements of Λ defined in (2.46). On one
side, we have the composition FM,N ◦ ρ(1s), for s ∈ Z, in the basis
(1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) ρ(1s)−−−→ (1k+s ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) (2.62)
FM,N−−−−→ (−1)alζa,b 1k+s+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) .
On the other hand:
(1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) FM,N−−−−→ (−1)alζa,b 1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) (2.63)
ρ(1s)−−−→ (−1)alζa,b 1k+s+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) .
We have therefore the equality FM,N ◦ ρ(1s) = ρ(1s) ◦ FM,N for s ∈ Z.
As a corollary of this proposition and Lemma 2.22, we conclude that the equivalence
functor F is multiplicative. This completes step 2.
We now turn to step 3 of our plan. The commutativity condition of the diagram (2.29)
reads
FU⊗DV,W ◦
(FU,V ⊗Λ id) = F(Φ .−) ◦ FU,V⊗DW ◦ (id⊗Λ FV,W) , (2.64)
where we used that αMF(U),F(V ),F(W ) is trivial, i.e. as for vector spaces, and we realised the
associator αDU,V,W by the action with Φ ∈ CZ⊗32p . We first calculate the LHS of (2.64),
starting from an element in the left-top corner of (2.29) of the form, for a, b, c ∈ S,
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ
(
(1l ⊗ ebv)⊗Λ (1t ⊗ ecw)
) ∈ F(U)⊗M (F(V )⊗M F(W )). (2.65)
It is mapped by αM to
(
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebv)
)⊗Λ (1t ⊗ ecw). Then
LHS of (2.64) :
(
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebv)
)⊗Λ (1t ⊗ ecw)
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FU,V ⊗id−−−−−→ (−1)alζa,b
(
1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eau⊗ ebv)
)⊗Λ (1t ⊗ ecw)
FU⊗DV,W−−−−−−→ (−1)al+t(a+b)ζa,bζ[a+b] ,c 1k+l+t+κ(a+b,c) ⊗
(
(eau⊗ ebv)⊗ ecw
)
,
(2.66)
where in the second line we used that eau ⊗ ebv has Z2p-degree a + b and this is why the
representative [[a+ b]]S appears in the third line. We similarly calculate the RHS of (2.64)
on the element (2.65) with the result
RHS of (2.64) : (1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ
(
(1l ⊗ ebv)⊗Λ (1t ⊗ ecw)
)
7→ (−1)a(l+t+κ(b,c))+btζb,cζa,[b+c] 1k+l+t+κ(a+b,c) ⊗ Φ
(
eau⊗ (ebv ⊗ ecw)
)
.
(2.67)
Comparing the two sides, i.e. equating (2.66) to (2.67), we conclude that the solution
of (2.64) is, for a, b, c ∈ S,
Φ
(
eau⊗ (ebv ⊗ ecw)
)
= (−1)aκ(b,c) ζa,bζ[a+b],c
ζb,cζa,[b+c]
(
(eau⊗ ebv)⊗ ecw
)
. (2.68)
Taking here the sum over a, b, c ∈ S, we finally get the co-associator for CZ2p:
Φ =
∑
a,b,c∈S
(−1)aκ(b,c) ζa,bζ[a+b],c
ζb,cζa,[b+c]
ea ⊗ eb ⊗ ec . (2.69)
We now turn to step 4 of our plan. The commutativity condition of the diagram (2.30)
reads
FV,U ◦ cMF(U),F(V ) = F(τU,V ◦R .−) ◦ FU,V (2.70)
where we realised the braiding cDU,V by the action with R-matrix R ∈ CZ⊗22p followed by
the flip of vector spaces. Recall that the braiding in M is inherited from the one in H⊕
defined in (2.15) (given by τX,Y ◦q 12HX⊗HY for our choice of r) via (2.12). We first calculate
the LHS of (2.70): for a, b ∈ S we get
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebv)
cMF(U),F(V )−−−−−−→ q(2pk+a)(pl+b/2)(1l ⊗ ebv)⊗Λ (1k ⊗ eau)
FV,U−−−→ q(2pk+a)(pl+b/2)(−1)bkζb,a1k+l+κ(b,a) ⊗ (ebv ⊗ eau) . (2.71)
The result for RHS of (2.70) is
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebv) 7→ (−1)alζa,b1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗
(
τU,V ◦R.(eau⊗ ebv)
)
. (2.72)
Comparing the both sides we find the R-matrix:
R =
∑
a,b∈S
q
1
2
ab ζb,a
ζa,b
ea ⊗ eb . (2.73)
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Finally, for step 5 we write the twist on a module U ∈ Repfd CZ2p as θU = v−1.(−) for
an element v ∈ CZ2p to be computed. Evaluating the required equation (2.31) on 1k⊗ eau
gives (recall (2.14))
q
1
2
(2pk+[a])2 1k ⊗ eau = 1k ⊗ v−1.eau . (2.74)
This can be solved for v as
v =
∑
a∈Z2p
q−
1
2
a2 ea
(∗)
=
1− i
2
√
p
∑
l∈Z2p
q
1
2
l2K l . (2.75)
In step (∗) we substituted the definition of ea in (2.33) and carried out the Gauss sum
using
2p−1∑
a=0
e−
ipi
2p
a2 = (1− i)√p . (2.76)
By Remark 2.19, CZ2p together with Φ is a quasi-bialgebra. To turn it into a quasi-Hopf
algebra, we need to find an antipode structure, and, again by Remark 2.19, different such
structures are equivalent. One can check that the following choice for the antipode S, the
evaluation element α and the coevaluation element β works:
S(K) = K−1 , α = 1 , β =
∑
a∈S
q
1
2
a[0] ζa,−a
ζ−a,a
ea . (2.77)
Thus CZ2p is a quasi-Hopf algebra. Since M is in addition ribbon, by construction the
elements R and v turn CZ2p into a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra.
Proposition 2.24. The data (CZ2p,Φ, R, v) with the standard group-like coproduct, an-
tipode structure (2.77), the coassociator Φ defined in (2.69), the R-matrix in (2.73) and
the ribbon element in (2.75) is a factorisable ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra.
Proof. It only remains to show factorisability. Recall the definition of a factorisable quasi-
Hopf algebra in Section 2.1. Here, we will use the second criteria of factorisability formu-
lated in the very end of Section 2.1 as absence of non-trivial transparent objects. Since
CZ2p is semisimple it is enough to check this condition on simple modules. Using (2.73)
we compute the double braiding for a pair of simple CZ2p-modules Cα and Cβ , where ea
acts as identity on Cα iff α = a and zero otherwise. Let 1α ∈ Cα then
(c ◦ c)(1α ⊗ 1β) = q 12αβ ζβ,α
ζα,β
c(1β ⊗ 1α) = qαβ · 1α ⊗ 1β . (2.78)
Therefore we look for such α that qαβ = 1 for all β ∈ Z2p. Obviously there is only one
solution α = 0.
Denote the ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra from Proposition 2.24 by CZω2p, where ω stands
for the abelian 3-cocycle determined by Φ and R (we do not make the ribbon element
explicit in the notation), and letRepfd CZω2p be the ribbon category of its finite-dimensional
representations. Combining all the steps, we can now state the following refinement of
Proposition 2.21.
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Theorem 2.25. The functor F : Repfd CZω2p →M equipped with the isomorphisms FM,N
in (2.59) is a ribbon equivalence.
Remark 2.26. The associator, braiding and ribbon twist on Repfd CZ2p given in [BS,
Sec. 4.2] and [FGRS, App.B.1] use the choice ζa,b = 1 (and the inverse braiding and twist).
In Section 6 a different choice for ζa,b will be more convenient, see (6.39) below.
3 The unrolled restricted quantum group U
H
q sℓ(2)
In this section, we recall the definition of the unrolled quantum group for sℓ(2) and stan-
dard facts on its representation theory, mainly following [CGP]. We then give an algebra
object Λ in the category of U
H
q sℓ(2)-modules and study its local modules.
3.1 Quantum group and weight modules
Let U
H
q sℓ(2) denote the unrolled restricted quantum group introduced in [GPT, CGP]. It
is defined as the Hopf algebra generated by E, F , K±1, and H with relations
KEK−1 = q2E , KFK−1 = q−2F , [E, F ] = K −K
−1
q − q−1 , (3.1)
as well as
[H,E] = 2E, [H,K] = 0, [H,F ] = −2F, (3.2)
and
Ep = F p = 0 . (3.3)
The comultiplication, counit and antipode for E, F , and K are given by
∆(E) = 1⊗ E + E ⊗K , ∆(F ) = K−1 ⊗ F + F ⊗ 1 , ∆(K) = K ⊗K , (3.4)
ǫ(E) = 0 , ǫ(F ) = 0 , ǫ(K) = 1 ,
S(E) = −EK−1 , S(F ) = −KF , S(K) = K−1 ,
and for H as
∆(H) = H ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H, ǫ(H) = 0, S(H) = −H . (3.5)
The subalgebra generated by E, F , and K±1 clearly has a standard PBW basis EaF bKk
with 0 ≤ a, b < p, and k ∈ Z. Then any word in the algebra UHq sℓ(2) can be reduced
to a linear combination of elements of the form EaF bHcKk by successfully applying rela-
tions (3.2), this can be proven by induction on the length of the word. We therefore see
that U
H
q sℓ(2) has a PBW type basis:
U
H
q sℓ(2) =
〈
EaF bHcKk | 0 ≤ a, b < p , c ∈ Z≥0 , k ∈ Z
〉
. (3.6)
We now turn to representations of U
H
q sℓ(2). We will only consider a particular class of
modules, defined as follows.
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Definition 3.1. A U
H
q sℓ(2)-module is of weight type if the action of H is diagonalisable
and the K-action satisfies
K = qH where qH := eπiH/p . (3.7)
We use the standard convention for q-numbers and q-factorials, for n ∈ Z≥0,
[n] =
qn − q−n
q − q−1 , [n]! =
{
1 ;n = 0
[n][n−1] · · · [1] ;n > 0 . (3.8)
Given weight modules U, V of U
H
q sℓ(2), we define the linear endomorphisms R of U ⊗ V
and v of U as, for x ∈ U , y ∈ V ,
R(x⊗ y) = qH⊗H2
p−1∑
n=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
q
1
2
n(n−1)En ⊗ F n.(x⊗ y) (3.9)
v(x) = Kp−1
p−1∑
n=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
q
1
2
n(n−1)S(F n)q−
1
2
H2En. x .
Here q
H⊗H
2 and q−H
2/2 are defined via their action on H-eigenvectors. For example, if
Hx = µx and Hy = νy, then q
H⊗H
2 x ⊗ y = exp(πi
2p
µν)x ⊗ y. As H is assumed to be
diagonalisable on U and V , the maps R and v are well-defined. Since q
H⊗H
2 and q−H
2/2 are
not contained in (the tensor square of) U
H
q sℓ(2), we cannot express R and v as the action
of a universal R-matrix and a ribbon element. Nonetheless, it is shown in [Oh, CGP] that
the following linear maps define a braiding and a balancing on weight modules:
cU,V = τU,V ◦ (R.−) , θU = v−1(−) (3.10)
(cf. our conventions in Section 2.1).
We denote the category of finite dimensional weight modules of U
H
q sℓ(2) by
Cfdp := RepfdwtU
H
q sℓ(2) . (3.11)
Proposition 3.2 ([Oh, CGP]). Cfdp is a ribbon category.
The simple modules in Cfdp are explicitly known [CGP, Lem. 5.3]. They are of two types:
1. p-dimensional typical modules Vα for α ∈ (C\Z)∪pZ. They have a basis v0, . . . , vp−1
with the action
Hvn = (α + p− 1− 2n) vn , Evn = [n][n−α]vn−1, F vn = vn+1 , (3.12)
where we set v−1 = vp = 0. For complex z the q-number [z] is evaluated by setting
qz := e
pii
p
z.
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Ps,k:
Ss,k
Sp−s,k+1 Sp−s,k−1
Ss,k
Figure 1: The Loewy diagram of the projective cover Ps,k of the simple
module Ss,k.
2. The s-dimensional atypical modules Ss,k are labelled by pairs (s, k), with 1 ≤ s ≤ p−1
and k ∈ Z, and have the highest H-weight (s − 1 + kp), and so the K-weight is
(−1)kqs−1. They have basis vectors an, 0 ≤ n ≤ s−1, where a0 is the highest-weight
vector and the left action of the algebra is
Han = (s− 1− 2n+ kp)an, Ean = (−1)k[n][s− n]an−1, Fan = an+1, (3.13)
where we set a−1 = as = 0.
In [CGP, Sec. 6] it is shown that these simple modules have projective covers in Cfdp .
The modules Vα are themselves projective, and the Loewy diagram of the projective cover
of Ss,k is given in Figure 1. In particular, we get:
Proposition 3.3. The category Cfdp has enough projectives.
We write C⊕p for the completion of Cfdp with respect to countably infinite direct sums and
subquotients.8 To give a more direct description, let RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2) denote the category
of weight modules which are finite dimensional or countably infinite dimensional. We have:
Lemma 3.4. C⊕p = RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2).
Proof. Clearly, C⊕p is a full subcategory of RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2). Let now M ∈ RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2)
be arbitrary. We need to show M ∈ C⊕p . If M is finite dimensional there is nothing to do.
For countably-infinite dimensional M we will establish the existence of finite-dimensional
projective modules Pk, k ∈ N, and a surjection⊕
k∈N
Pk →M (3.14)
8 By this we mean the smallest (i.e. the universal) category which contains a) Cfdp , b) countable direct
sums of objects in C⊕p , c) all kernels and cokernels of morphisms in C⊕p (and so in particular subobjects
and their quotients, i.e. subquotients). Since countable sums of countable sums are again countable, one
can restrict oneself to countable sums of objects in Cfdp and their subquotiens.
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of U
H
q sℓ(2)-modules, proving the claim. To verify (3.14) we proceed in three steps.
1. Let M ∈ RepwtUHq sℓ(2) and m ∈ M . Then the submodule 〈m〉 ⊂ M generated by
m is finite-dimensional. To see this, first note that m is a finite sum of H-homogeneous
components. Assume now that m itself is H-homogeneous. Since U
H
q sℓ(2) has the PBW-
type basis given in (3.6), and since HcKk acts on m by a constant, clearly 〈m〉 is finite
dimensional.
2. Let P ∈ Cfdp be projective. Then P is also projective in RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2). Indeed, let
f : M → N be a surjection between modules in RepwtUHq sℓ(2). We may assume that P
is indecomposable and generated by a H-homogeneous element p ∈ P . Given g : P → N ,
pick m ∈ M such that f(m) = g(p). By part 1, 〈m〉 ⊂ M and 〈g(p)〉 ⊂ N are finite
dimensional. By construction, g(P ) = 〈g(p)〉 and f(〈m〉) = 〈g(p)〉. Since P is projective
for finite dimensional modules, there is an intertwiner g˜ : P → 〈m〉 such that f ◦ g˜ = g.
3. Let M ∈ C⊕p be infinite and let mk, k ∈ N, be a generating set. By step 1, each 〈mk〉 is
finite dimensional. Since Cfdp has enough projectives (Proposition 3.3), there are Pk ∈ Cfdp
projective and surjections Pk → 〈mk〉 for all k ∈ N. By step 2,
⊕
k∈NPk is projective
in RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2) (direct sums of projectives are projective) and surjects onto M . This
establishes (3.14).
Remark 3.5.
1. Lemma 3.4 would be false without the relationsEp = 0 = F p, as Verma modules (i.e. the
modules induced from one-dimensional representations of the sub-algebra 〈E,K,H〉)
would be missing from the completion with respect to direct sums and subquotients.
2. Note that a simple U
H
q sℓ(2)-module is a quotient of U
H
q sℓ(2) and hence in particular
of at most countable dimension. As a corollary to Lemma 3.4 we see that all simple
U
H
q sℓ(2)-modules of weight type (without restriction on their dimension) are in fact
finite dimensional.
3. The category C⊕p is still a C-linear abelian braided and balanced tensor category. How-
ever, it is no longer rigid (and hence not ribbon) as infinite direct sums will have no
duals.
The next proposition shows that the braiding is in a certain sense maximally non-
degenerate, using the notion of transparent objects (cf. Section 2.1).
Proposition 3.6. Both Cfdp and C⊕p have no non-trivial transparent objects, i.e. all trans-
parent objects are isomorphic to direct sums of the tensor unit 1 = S1,0.
Proof. We first prove the statement for Cfdp . We start by showing that the tensor unit
1 = S1,0 is the only simple transparent object. To this end we compute the double braiding
for a pair of simple modules. The braiding c in Cp is defined via the R-matrix in (3.9). For
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a pair Vα and Vβ of typical simple modules the action of c ◦ c on the highest-weight vectors
v
(α)
0 ∈ Vα is given by (recall (3.12)),
(c ◦ c)(v(α)0 ⊗ v(β)0 ) = q 12 (α+p−1)(β+p−1)c(v(β)0 ⊗ v(α)0 ) = q(α+p−1)(β+p−1)(v(α)0 ⊗ v(β)0 ) , (3.15)
where we used that Ev
(α)
0 = 0. Therefore we look for such α ∈ (C \ Z) ∪ pZ that
q(α+p−1)(β+p−1) = 1 for all β ∈ (C \ Z) ∪ pZ. Obviously there are no solutions among
typical modules. Similarly we see that the only atypical simple module that is transparent
to all typicals Vβ is the tensor unit 1, recall the action in (3.13).
Next we show that all transparent objects are isomorphic to 1⊕m for some m. It is
easy to see that if an object is transparent, so are all its subquotients. In particular, all
composition factors of transparent objects are again transparent. But since 1 is the only
transparent simple object, all other transparent objects must have composition series only
involving 1’s. The structure of the projective cover P1 of 1 (cf. Figure 1) shows that
1 has no self-extensions, and hence any object all of whose composition factors are 1 is
isomorphic to 1⊕m for some m.
Finally, since C⊕p is the completion of Cfdp with respect to countable direct sums and
subquotients, the result for Cfdp implies that also in C⊕p all transparent objects are (now
possibly infinite) direct sums of 1.
3.2 The algebra Λ and its local modules
Recall the definition of the category of H⊕ from Section 2.3. We choose r = 1/p (cf.
(2.28)) and define the full subcategory H⊕pZ ⊂ H⊕ to consist of objects whose C-grades
are contained in pZ. This is in fact a monoidal subcategory. Note that the commutative
algebra Λp from (2.23) lies in H⊕pZ.
The only one-dimensional modules of U
H
q sℓ(2) are S1,k with k ∈ Z. By (3.13), E and
F act trivially on S1,k while H acts as kp. We thus obtain a C-linear fully faithful functor
J : H⊕pZ −→ C⊕p , (3.16)
which sends a pZ-graded vector space U to the U
H
q sℓ(2)-module with trivial E and F
action and H action given by the grading. We have:
Lemma 3.7. The fully faithful functor J , together with identity coherence isomorphisms,
is braided monoidal.9
Proof. Monoidality is clear as the associator is that of vector spaces on both sides, and the
H action on the tensor product is given by H ⊗ id + id⊗H in both cases. To check that
9 We note that for p even, the functor J does not respect the balancing isomorphisms. Comparing the
action of θ in (2.16) and (3.10) on the H-grade pk gives a sign difference by (−1)(p−1)k. This is related to
the freedom of choosing a group homomorphism G → {±1} which multiplies quadratic form to give the
balancing in a ribbon category. For G = C there is no non-trivial continuous such homomorphism, while
for G = Z there is m 7→ (−1)m.
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J respects the braiding note that in (3.9) only the n = 0 summand contributes, so that
the resulting formula agrees with (2.15).
Let Λ ∈ C⊕p denote the infinite direct sum
Λ =
⊕
m∈Z
S1,2m =
⊕
m∈Z
C · 1m , (3.17)
with S1,2m = C the 1-dimensional simple U
H
q sℓ(2)-module ofH-eigenvalue 2pm from above.
We also introduced the notation 1m = a0 for the basis a0 ∈ S1,2m as in (3.13).
Now observe that by construction of J we have Λ = J (Λp). Since J is braided
monoidal, this endows Λ with the structure of a commutative algebra with a non-degenerate
invariant pairing, and this structure is unique up to isomorphism by Proposition 2.15 (this
uses that J is fully faithful). Explicitly, the product on Λ is given by
µΛ : Λ⊗ Λ −→ Λ , 1m ⊗ 1n 7−→ 1m+n . (3.18)
The subcategory of C⊕p which admits duals is Cfdp . By Definition 2.7, the finitely gen-
erated Λ-modules are hence those M ∈ ΛC⊕p for which there is a surjection of Λ-modules
Ind(X)→M for some X ∈ Cfdp . This implies the inclusion
Λ(C⊕p )fg ⊂
{
M ∈ ΛC⊕p
∣∣M has finite-dimensional H-eigenspaces } . (3.19)
Note that equality does not hold here since there are simple objects in Cfdp for a continuous
range ofH-eigenvalues. Hence the RHS contains an infinite direct sum of simple Λ-modules
with the property that the H-eigenvalues do not differ by an integer between any pair in
the sum, while the LHS does not. But for local modules equality does hold (compare with
Proposition 2.16 for r = 1/p):
Proposition 3.8. Let M ∈ ΛC⊕p . We have:
1. M is local if and only if all its H-eigenvalues are in Z.
2. Suppose M is local. Then it is finitely generated if and only if all of its H-eigenspaces
are finite-dimensional.
Proof. Part 1: Recall the notation 1k for homogeneous basis elements of Λ from (3.17).
As in (2.46) we have that ρ(1k) : M → M is invertible for each k ∈ Z. It follows that the
locality condition ρM ◦ cM,Λ ◦ cΛ,M(1k ⊗−) = ρM(1k ⊗−) for all k ∈ Z is equivalent to
cM,Λ ◦ cΛ,M = idΛ⊗M . (3.20)
Let v ∈M be an H-eigenvector of eigenvalue h. As the action of E and F is trivial on Λ,
from the expression for R in (3.9) we see that only the Cartan part qH⊗H contributes when
computing cM,Λ ◦ cΛ,M . We find
cM,Λ ◦ cΛ,M(1k ⊗ v) = qH⊗H(1k ⊗ v) = e2πikh1k ⊗ v . (3.21)
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Clearly, this RHS is equal to 1k ⊗ v for all k ∈ Z if and only if h ∈ Z, proving part 1.
Part 2: One direction follows from (3.19) even without using thatM is local. Suppose now
that M is local with finite-dimensional H-eigenspaces. By part 1, M =
⊕
k∈ZMk, where
Mk is the H-eigenspace for eigenvalue k. As in (2.37) pick a set S ⊂ Z of representatives of
Z2p and consider the subspace N =
⊕
k∈SMk of M . Then N is finite-dimensional, and the
C-linear map ρM |Λ⊗N : Λ⊗N → M is surjective (as the ρ(1k) are isomorphisms). However,
N is typically not a U
H
q sℓ(2)-module, i.e. not an object of Cfdp . Instead we need to replace N
by 〈N〉, the UHq sℓ(2)-submodule ofM generated by N . We have seen in part 1 of the proof
of Lemma 3.4 that 〈N〉 is finite-dimensional. Thus 〈N〉 ∈ Cfdp and ρM |Λ⊗〈N〉 : Λ⊗〈N〉 →M
is clearly still surjective.
4 A quasi-Hopf algebra modification of U qsℓ(2)
In this section, we first recall the definition of the so-called restricted quantum group
U qsℓ(2), where q = e
iπ/p is a primitive 2pth root of unity. Then we give our new quasi-Hopf
algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), which is a slight modification of U qsℓ(2): while the algebra structure
is the same, the coalgebra structure is modified by a central element and is endowed with
a coassociator Φ. In contrast to U qsℓ(2), the new quasi-Hopf algebra does possess an
R-matrix.
4.1 Restricted quantum group for sl(2)
The restricted quantum group U qsℓ(2), where q = e
iπ/p and p ≥ 2 is an inte-
ger [CP, FGST1], is a Hopf algebra with generators E, F , and K±1 satisfying the defining
relations (3.1) together with
Ep = F p = 0 , K2p = 1 . (4.1)
The coalgebra structure and the antipode are as in (3.4). This defines a Hopf algebra of
dimension dimU qsℓ(2) = 2p
3.
As in Section 2.4 we introduce the complete orthonormal set of idempotents en, n ∈ Z2p
defined by (2.33) (which in this case are no longer primitive). They satisfy (2.34) and (2.35):
they project onto K-eigenspaces, Ken = q
nen, and hence allow one to decompose U qsℓ(2)-
modules M into K-eigenspaces as
M :=
⊕
n∈Z2p
Mn where Mn := enM . (4.2)
As in Section 2.4 we have that enm gives the nth weight component of an element m ∈M .
Let Repfd U qsℓ(2) denote the abelian C-linear monoidal category of finite-dimensional
U qsℓ(2)-modules. The category Rep
fd U qsℓ(2) is known to be non-braidable. Indeed,
for p > 2 one finds that the tensor product functor ⊗ is not commutative: there are
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representations U, V such that U⊗V is not isomorphic to V ⊗U [KS]. For p = 2 the tensor
product is commutative but there is no R ∈ (U qsℓ(2))⊗2 which satisfies the conditions of a
universal R-matrix [GnR1]. We demonstrate the non-commutativity of the tensor product
for p > 2 in an example in Appendix B.
4.2 Quasi-Hopf modification of U qsℓ(2)
In this section we define the ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). We first give all its
defining data and then state that this is indeed a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra in Theorem 4.1.
The proof is given in Section 6.
Fix an odd integer t. U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is a quasi-Hopf algebra with the same algebra structure
as U qsℓ(2), while the coalgebra structure is given by the modified coproduct
∆t(E) = E ⊗K + (e0 + qte1)⊗E ,
∆t(F ) = F ⊗ 1 + (e0 + q−te1)K−1 ⊗ F (4.3)
∆t(K) = K ⊗K ,
where we used the central idempotents
e0 =
1+Kp
2
, e1 = 1− e0 . (4.4)
In terms of the idempotents en, they are given by
e0 =
∑
a∈Zp
e2a , e1 =
∑
a∈Zp
e2a+1 . (4.5)
The counit ǫ is the same as for U qsℓ(2). The coproduct is non-coassociative in general
(see, however, Remark 4.3 (3) below) and is equipped with the co-associator
Φt = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1+ e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗
(
K−t − 1) . (4.6)
The antipode is also modified by central elements:
St(E) = −EK−1(e0 + qte1) , St(F ) = −KF (e0 + q−te1) , St(K) = K−1 . (4.7)
and the (co)evaluation elements are
αt = 1 , βt = e0 +K
−te1 . (4.8)
Let
Dp := RepfdU (Φ)q sℓ(2) (4.9)
denote the abelian C-linear rigid monoidal category of finite-dimensional U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)-
modules. In Appendix B we illustrate in an example how the modified coproduct ∆t
resolves the problem with non-commutativity we saw above in RepfdU qsℓ(2). And indeed
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it is now possible to endow Dp with a braiding and a ribbon structure. Let us introduce
the two special elements:
Rt =
1
4p
p−1∑
n=0
2p−1∑
s,r=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
q
n(n−1)
2
−2sr(1 + qtr + q−t(n+s) + q 12 t2+tr−t(n+s))KsEn ⊗KrF n ,
(4.10)
vt =
1− i
2
√
p
p−1∑
n=0
∑
j∈Z2p
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
qn(j−
1
2
)+ 1
2
(j+p+1)2F nEnKj . (4.11)
Note that Rt is an element of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
≥0⊗U (Φ)q sℓ(2)≤0, i.e. each factor sits in an opposite
Borel half of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). This is in contrast to the p = 2 case in [GnR1], where the
coproduct was kept the same as in U qsℓ(2) at the price of a much more complicated
coassociator and R-matrix. The two quasi-Hopf algebras are however twist-equivalent (see
also Remark 4.3 (2) below). The ribbon element does not actually depend on t, however
to emphasise that the whole ribbon structure does depend on t and to distinguish it from
the ribbon element v of U
H
q sℓ(2) we use vt.
Recall from Section 3.2 the category Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc of finitely-generated local Λ-modules
in C⊕p = RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2) (cf. Lemma 3.4). By the next theorem we realise the (rather
abstract) category Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc in terms of representations of the restricted quantum group.
Theorem 4.1.
1. U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) with the data (·, 1,∆t, ǫ,Φt, Rt, vt) introduced above is a factorisable ribbon
quasi-Hopf algebra, and two quasi-Hopf algebras for different t are twist-equivalent.
2. There is an equivalence of ribbon categories between Dp = RepfdU (Φ)q sℓ(2) and
Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc where C⊕p = RepwtU
H
q sℓ(2).
The proof is based on an explicit construction of the functors in the diagram
Dp
F
,,
Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc
G
ll (4.12)
and is delegated to Section 6, as it is rather long. The proof follows steps 1–5 in Section 2.4:
we provide an explicit formulation of the equivalence F and the coherence isomorphisms
FM,N and then verify conditions (2.29)–(2.31). Since we know that Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc is ribbon,
this implies at the same time that Φt, Rt and vt satisfy all conditions for U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) to be
a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra and that F is a ribbon equivalence, cf. Remark 2.19.
For later reference we also compute the monodromy matrix.
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Proposition 4.2. The monodromy matrix Mt of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is given by
Mt = (Rt)21Rt
=
1
2p
p−1∑
m,n=0
2p−1∑
i,j=0
(q − q−1)m+n
[m]![n]!
q
1
2
m(m−1)+ 1
2
n(n−1)q−m
2+m(j−i)−ij
× (1
2
(1 + (−1)i+m) + 1
2
(1− (−1)i+m)qt(m−n))KjFmEn ⊗KiEmF n. (4.13)
Proof. Substituting the expression for Rt in (4.10) immediately gives
(Rt)21Rt =
1
(4p)2
p−1∑
m,n=0
2p−1∑
i,j=0
(q − q−1)m+n
[m]![n]!
q
1
2
m(m−1)+ 1
2
n(n−1)
× Ym,n,i,j KjFmEn ⊗KiEmF n , (4.14)
where
Ym,n,i,j =
2p−1∑
s,r=0
q2(−2r+j+m)s
(
AC + q−ts(AD +BC) + q−2tsBD
)
E (4.15)
and
A = 1 + qtr , B = q−tm
(
1 + qt(
1
2
t+r)
)
,
C = 1 + qt(r−n−j) , D = qti
(
1 + qt(
1
2
t+r−n−j)
)
, E = q2(−ij+ri+m(j−i−r)) . (4.16)
In the expression for Ym,n,i,j we displayed all s-dependent terms. To carry out the sum
over s we use
∑2p−1
s=0 q
sx = 2p δ[x ≡ 0 (mod 2p)], where δ[x ≡ y (mod z)] denotes the
Kronecker-delta modulo z. Since t is odd, the δ-function arising from the summand q−ts
does not contribute. We arrive at
Ym,n,i,j = 2p
2p−1∑
r=0
(
ACδ[2r ≡ j + n (mod p)] +BDδ[2r + t ≡ j + n (mod p)])E . (4.17)
Note that if r satisfies the condition of either δ-function, the so does r + p. Hence terms
of the form qtr · (coeff. indep. of r) occur twice with opposing sign and cancels. Removing
these terms one finds that only 2r occurs in the various exponents of q. In particular, we
can restrict the sum to run over r = 0, . . . , p− 1 at the cost of an overall factor of 2.
Next we replace δ[2r ≡ j+n (mod p)] = δ[2r ≡ j+n (mod 2p)]+δ[2r ≡ j+n+p (mod 2p)]
and similarly for the other δ-function. Since t is odd, with the new range for r, the value 2r
covers all even values in 0, 1, . . . , 2p−1 while 2r+ t covers all odd values. We can therefore
replace 2r and 2r + t by a new variable x with range 0, . . . , 2p− 1. The overall result is
Ym,n,i,j = 4p q
2(−ij+m(j−i))
2p−1∑
x=0
qx(i−m)(1 + qt(x−n−j))
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× (δ[x ≡ j +m (mod 2p)] + δ[x ≡ j +m+ p (mod 2p)]) . (4.18)
Carrying out the sum over x and substituting the resulting expression for Ym,n,i,j into (4.14)
results in (4.13).
Remark 4.3.
1. We require t to be odd in the definition of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), but let us nonetheless formally set
t = 0 for the moment. In this case, the coproduct (4.3) and the antipode (4.7) reduce
to those of the restricted quantum group U qsℓ(2) from Section 4.1, and the coassociator
and (co)evaluation elements become identities. The ribbon element vt in (4.11) is the
same as the one found in [FGST1, Sec. 4.6] for U qsℓ(2) (which, however, does not allow
for an R-matrix). Similarly, the monodromy matrix Mt in (4.13) reduces to the one
obtained for U qsℓ(2) in [FGST1, Sec. 4.2].
One can also verify that the Grothendieck ring of RepfdU
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is equal to that of
RepfdU qsℓ(2), even though the categories themselves are not tensor equivalent (one
being braided and the other not braidable). In fact, even the decomposition of the
tensor product of two simple modules into indecomposable summands is the same in
both cases. (The distinction is however in decompositions of more complicated modules
as outlined in Appendix B.)
2. Let Vev(N) be the even part of the super-VOA of N pairs of symplectic fermions with
total central charge c = −2N [Ab]. In [FGR2, Sec. 3] a ribbon quasi-Hopf algebra
Q(N, β) is given and it is conjectured that for β = eπiN/4 there is a ribbon equiva-
lence RepfdQ(N, β) ∼= RepVev(N), see [FGR2, Rem. 6.10]. Since W
(
p
)
for p = 2 is
isomorphic to Vev(N) for N = 1 [Kau2, Ab], we expect at least a twist-equivalence be-
tween U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) and Q(N, β). In fact, if we choose t = 1 we even have an isomorphism
U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) → Q(N, β) of ribbon quasi-Hopf algebras which acts on generators as (see
[FGR2] for notation)
E 7→ f−K , F 7→ if+ , K 7→ K . (4.19)
As a consequence of this isomorphism we have that the result [FGR2, Thm. 6.10] on
torus mapping class group action applies to U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) at q = i: the SL(2,Z)-action
coming from pseudo-trace functions [AN] of W(2) agrees with the categorical one of
[Ly1, Ly2].
3. The quasi-Hopf algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) for odd values of p has a particularly simple coproduct
when taking the odd parameter t to be equal to p,
∆p(E) = E ⊗K +Kp ⊗ E , ∆p(F ) = F ⊗ 1 +Kp−1 ⊗ F (4.20)
(so the standard coproduct is just modified by the central element Kp) and the co-
associator (4.6) takes the form
Φp = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1− 2e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1 . (4.21)
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It is central and corresponds to the generator of H3(Z2,C
×) = 〈 [ω] 〉 ∼= Z2. Here, the
normalised 3-cocycle ω representing the generator has non-trivial value ω(1, 1, 1) = −1
(we write Z2 = {0, 1} additively). Our coassociator Φp is then simply
Φp =
∑
i,j,k∈Z2
ω(i, j, k) · ei ⊗ ej ⊗ ek . (4.22)
4.3 U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) modified by abelian cocycles of Z2
In this section we use abelian group cohomology to obtain four ribbon quasi-Hopf algebras
U
(Φ,ζ)
q sℓ(2) parametrised by ζ ∈ C with ζ4 = 1, such that U
(Φ,ζ)
q sℓ(2) = U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) for ζ = 1.
The material in this section is not used later and can be skipped.
The central idempotents ei from (4.4) provide a decomposition of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) into the
ideals
U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) = e0 · U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)⊕ e1 · U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) (4.23)
and a corresponding Z2-decomposition of the category Dp,
Dp = D0p ⊕D1p . (4.24)
From the coproduct formulas
∆t(e0) = e0 ⊗ e0 + e1 ⊗ e1 , ∆t(e1) = e0 ⊗ e1 + e1 ⊗ e0 (4.25)
we see that the tensor product ⊗ functor in Dp respects the Z2-grading (4.24):
U ⊗ V ∈ D0p for (U, V ) ∈ Dip ×Dip ,
U ⊗ V ∈ D1p for (U, V ) ∈ Dip ×Di+1p ,
for i ∈ Z2 . (4.26)
We can therefore modify the associator by 3-cocycles for Z2, as those satisfy the pentagon
axiom. Furthermore, if one wants to take into account the braiding then one can modify
the braided monoidal structure in Dp by abelian 3-cocycles for Z2, cf. Section 2.3. Since
we are interested in modifications up to braided monoidal equivalences, it is enough to use
classes from H3ab(Z2,C
×).
From the classification via quadratic forms one sees that H3ab(Z2,C
×) ∼= Z4. Writing
Z2 = {0, 1} additively and Z4 multiplicatively, a class [ξ] ∈ H3ab(Z2,C×) is described by
its representative ξ = (ω, σ) where σ is a 2-cochain with only non-trivial value σ(1, 1) = ζ
such that ζ4 = 1, and ω is a 3-cocycle for group-cohomology such that ω(1, 1, 1) = ζ2 and 1
else. Multiplying the coassociator Φt by the 3-cocycle ω,
Φt,ζ := Φt ·
∑
i,j,k∈Z2
ω(i, j, k) · ei ⊗ ej ⊗ ek , (4.27)
and the R-matrix by the 2-cochain σ,
Rt,ζ := Rt ·
∑
i,j∈Z2
σ(i, j) · ei ⊗ ej , (4.28)
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we get (for a given p ≥ 2) four quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebras, which are not twist
equivalent to each other, or four inequivalent braided monoidal categories parametrised by
the 4th roots of unity ζ . The coproduct ∆t stays of course non-modified.
We finally notice that the quasi-Hopf algebra U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) from Remark 4.3 (3) for odd
values of p can be modified this way to a Hopf algebra with
Φt,±i = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 , (4.29)
while having the same coproduct ∆p in (4.20). This also shows that ∆p is actually co-
associative (in contrast to general ∆t).
5 Singlet and triplet vertex operator algebras
In this section we discuss the singlet and triplet VOAs, and some aspects of their repre-
sentation theory. We describe how the triplet VOA can be realised as a simple current
extension of the singlet VOA. The main aim of this section is to illustrate how the passage
from U
H
q sℓ(2) to U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), formulated in the previous section in Theorem 4.1, mirrors the
extension from the singlet to the triplet algebra. This relies on the conjecture that the
representation category of the singlet VOA is ribbon equivalent to Cfdp .
5.1 The singlet and triplet VOAs M(p) and W(p)
The triplet VOA W(p) was first discussed in [Kau1, GK2] and has since been extensively
investigated. The singlet VOA M(p) and its representations were first considered in [Fl],
building on [Kau1]. Here we will outline the definition ofW(p) as a sub-VOA of a rank-one
lattice VOA and that of M(p) as an invariant sub-VOA of W(p).
The lattice construction of W(p) can be found in [Kau1, FHST, AM2], here we follow
[CRW, Sec. 2]. Let
p ∈ Z≥2 , (5.1)
set
α+ =
√
2p , α− = −
√
2/p , α0 = α+ + α− , (5.2)
and consider the lattice L = α+Z with dual lattice L
′ = α−1+ Z . Denote by VL the
corresponding lattice VOA and by H its Heisenberg sub-VOA. We choose the Virasoro
field in H ⊂ VL such that the central charge is
c = 1− 6(p− 1)
2
p
. (5.3)
With respect to this (twisted) Virasoro field the Fock module of highest-weight λ has
conformal weight
hλ =
1
2
λ(λ− α0) . (5.4)
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Let Q− be the zero-mode of a screening current corresponding to the highest-weight
vector of the Fock module Fα− of weight α−. This means Q− maps the Fock module Fλ
to Fλ+α− and the lattice VOA module VL+λ corresponding to the coset L + λ ∈ L′/L to
the module VL+λ+α−. The triplet algebra is the kernel of the map Q− : VL → VL+α− from
the lattice VOA VL to its module VL+α− associated to the coset L+ α−,
W(p) := ker (Q− : VL → VL+α−) . (5.5)
The kernel of the restriction of this map to the Heisenberg sub-VOA is the singlet algebra
M(p) [Ad]
M(p) := ker (Q− : F0 → Fα−) . (5.6)
Thus altogether we have the inclusions
H ⊂ VL
M(p) ⊂
⊂
W(p) ,
⊂
(5.7)
where the Virasoro field is the same in all four VOAs.
The singlet VOA M(p) is strongly generated by the Virasoro field and one more field
(hence the name singlet) of conformal dimension 2p−1 [Ad, Thm. 3.2]. It is not C2-cofinite
as we will see in Section 5.2 that it has infinitely many simple modules. The triplet VOA
W(p) is an extension of the singlet VOA M(p). It is strongly generated by the Virasoro
field and three more fields (hence the name triplet) of conformal dimension 2p− 1 [AM2,
Prop. 1.3], see also [FHST]. The triplet VOA is C2-cofinite [CF, AM2].
The lattice VOA VL carries a gl(1) action via the zero mode of the Heisenberg field,
10
where u ∈ gl(1) acts on the Fock modules Fλ ⊂ VL by multiplication with uλ. By
construction, only F0 is invariant under the gl(1)-action, so that M
(
p
)
is the invariant
subalgebra:
M(p) =W(p)gl(1) . (5.8)
5.2 Modules of the singlet VOA M(p)
Here we review the representation theory ofM(p). Original works onM(p) and its mod-
ules are [Fl, Ad, AM1, CM1, CMR] and the case of M(2) is reviewed in [CRi, Sec. 3.3].
Let RepM(p) be the category of grading restricted generalisedM(p)-modules (see [HLZ]
and [CKM, Def. 3.1] for details – in particular such modules have a direct sum decomposi-
tion into finite-dimensional generalised L0-eigenspaces). A complete classification of simple
modules in RepM(p) is given in [Ad] and we now introduce them.
10 W(p) actually carries an sl(2)-action, not only a gl(1)-action. This action integrates to an action of
PSL(2,C) which in turn is the full automorphism group of W(p) [ALM].
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Let α± and α0 be as in (5.2) and set
αr,s =
1− r
2
α+ +
1− s
2
α− . (5.9)
The typical M(p)-modules are denoted by Fλ for real λ. The conformal dimension of the
state of lowest conformal weight of Fλ is given by (5.4).
The Fλ are simple except if there is a pair of integers (r, s) with 1 ≤ s ≤ p such that
λ = αr,s. In the latter instance we have the non-split short exact sequence
0 −→Mr,s −→ Fαr,s −→Mr+1,p−s −→ 0 , (5.10)
with atypical simple M(p)-modules Mr,s, see [CRW, Section 2.3]. The conformal dimen-
sion of the state of lowest conformal weight ofMr,s is given by (5.4) with λ = αr,s if r ≥ 1
and λ = α2−r,s if r ≤ 0.
We denote by ⊠ the P (1)-tensor product of [HLZ], see [CKM, Sec. 3.2] for a short
review. The fusion rules of M(p)-modules are not known, except in some instances for
p = 2 [AM6]. There has however been a computation using a conjectural Verlinde formula
[CM1] (see also [RW1, RW2]) suggesting the following Grothendieck ring of RepM(p):
[Fλ ⊠ Fµ] =
p−1∑
ℓ=0
[Fλ+µ+ℓα− ] ,
[Mr,s ⊠ Fµ] =
s∑
ℓ=−s+2
ℓ+s=0mod 2
[Fµ− 1
2
(rα++ℓα−−α0)] ,
[Mr,s ⊠Mr′,s′] =
min{s+s′−1,p}∑
ℓ=|s−s′|+1
ℓ+s+s′=1mod 2
[Mr+r′−1,ℓ]
+
s+s′−1∑
ℓ=p+1
ℓ+s+s′=1mod 2
(
[Mr+r′−2,ℓ−p] + [Mr+r′−1,2p−ℓ] + [Mr+r′,ℓ−p]
)
.
(5.11)
In the case ofM(2) these computations have been confirmed by determining explicit fusion
rules [AM6]. The ribbon twist is not known but provided that we have a vertex tensor
category structure on RepM(p) it is given by the action of e2πiL0 which acts as e2πihλ on
Fλ and as e2πihαr,s on Mr,s.
It is expected that every object in RepM(p) is of finite Jordan-Ho¨lder length and
that every finitely generated generalised grading-restricted M(p)-module is C1-cofinite
(see [CMR, Sec. 6.3]). If true, then by [HLZ] the category RepM(p) can be given the
structure of a vertex tensor category [CMR, Thm. 17]. We would furthermore expect the
category to be rigid, so that altogether:
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Pr,s:
Mr,s
Mr−1,p−s Mr+1,p−s ,
Mr,s
Fαr−1,p−s
Fαr,s
Figure 2: Loewy diagram of the M(p)-module Pr,s from Proposi-
tion 5.3 in terms of simple (left diagram) and typical (right diagram)
composition factors. Conjecturally, Pr,s is the projective cover of the
simple module Mr,s.
Conjecture 5.1. The category RepM(p) is a rigid vertex tensor category (and so in
particular a ribbon category).
We denote by Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
the smallest full subcategory of RepM(p) which contains
all simple modules and which is complete with respect to taking tensor products, finite
sums and subquotients.
Remark 5.2. The reason for introducing Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
is that typical singlet algebra
modules allow for self-extensions that do not have an analogue in the category of weight
modules of the unrolled quantum group. This is similar to Fock modules of the Heisenberg
VOA which allow for self-extensions in which the zero-mode of the Heisenberg field do
not act semisimply, cf. Remark 2.13 (1). In [CMR, Sec. 3.1] analogous self-extensions for
modules of U
H
q sℓ(2) are considered, but these are no weight modules anymore. Another
more general type of M(p)-modules, so-called Whittaker modules, were investigated in
[Ta], but these are not even N-gradable.
Proposition 5.3. M(p) has logarithmic modules Pr,s satisfying the non-split short-exact
sequence
0 −→ Fαr,s −→ Pr,s −→ Fαr−1,p−s −→ 0 , (5.12)
and having a non-semisimple action of the zero-mode L0 of M
(
p
)
.
This proposition will be proved in Section 5.3 after giving some properties of triplet
algebra modules that we will need. Conjecturally, in Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
the Pr,s are the pro-
jective covers of the simple atypical modules Mr,s (cf. Conjecture 5.8 below). The Loewy
diagram of Pr,s is given in Figure 2.
In order to study the triplet VOA W(p) as an extension of M(p) we need to allow
for infinite direct sums. Let thus Rep⊕〈s〉M
(
p
)
be the completion of Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
with
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Rr,s:
Wr,s
W3−r,p−s W3−r,p−s ,
Wr,s
Vα3−r,p−s
Vαr,s
Figure 3: Loewy diagram of W(p)-modules Rr,s in terms of simple
composition factors (left) and of the Vαr,s in (5.13) (right).
respect to countably infinite direct sums and subquotients. If Conjecture 5.1 is true, then
this category inherits a braided tensor category structure from RepM(p).
5.3 Modules of the triplet VOA W(p)
Similar to the singlet case by a W(p)-module we mean a generalised, grading re-
stricted W(p)-module. The triplet VOA has up to isomorphism 2p simple modules Wr,s
parametrised by r = 1, 2 and 1 ≤ s ≤ p, and only two of them are projective, those for
s = p. Furthermore, for 1 ≤ s ≤ p− 1 and r = 1, 2 there are modules Vαr,s satisfying the
non-split exact sequence [FHST]
0 −→Wr,s −→ Vαr,s −→W3−r,p−s −→ 0 . (5.13)
The projective simple modulesWr,p agree with Vαr,p . The lowest L0 degree in Vαr,s is given
by (5.4) with λ = αr,s. The same applies to Wr,s.
The modules Vαr,s can further be extended to the projective covers Rr,s with non-split
exact sequence [NT] (see also the earlier development in [GK2, FFHST, FGST2])
0 −→ Vαr,s −→ Rr,s −→ Vα3−r,p−s −→ 0 . (5.14)
This is best pictured in terms of the Loewy diagram given in Figure 3.
Fortunately in the instance of RepW(p) we have a rigid vertex tensor category struc-
ture, as follows from C2-cofiniteness [CF, AM2] and the works [Hu3, TW]. In particular:
Theorem 5.4. RepW(p) is a C-linear abelian ribbon category.
The decomposition of the tensor products of simple and projective modules have been
conjectured in [FHST, GbR2] and proved in [TW]. Note that the computation of the
decompositions in [TW] used the Nahm-Gaberdiel-Kausch algorithm [Na, GK1] and it
is work in progress [KRi] that this agrees with the dimensions of spaces of intertwining
operators defined in the context of [HLZ].
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We note that the action of the nilpotent part of L0 is always an intertwiner of VOA
modules (since e2πimL0 is an intertwiner for all m ∈ Z).
Proposition 5.5 ([AM4]). The modulesRr,s are logarithmic in the sense that the Virasoro-
zero mode L0 of W
(
p
)
does not act semi-simply and its nilpotent part maps the top com-
ponent of Rr,s onto the socle Wr,s.
Proof. For r = 1 this has been proven in [AM4, Cor. 3.1]. By [AM4, Rem. 3.1] the case
r = 2 is related to r = 1 by tensoring with the simple current W2,1. The non-semi-simple
action of L0 on an object of a vertex tensor category is equivalent to a non-semi-simple
ribbon twist on that object. But by [CKL, Lem. 2.13] together with the balancing axiom
(2.1), tensoring with a simple current preserves this property, i.e. if the ribbon twist θX on
the object X is not semi-simple then the same is true for θJ⊠X with J a simple current.
Recall from Section 5.1 thatW(p) carries a gl(1)-action, and thatM(p) is the invariant
subalgebra of W(p), see (5.8). For λ ∈ L′ we denote the one-dimensional representation
ρλ : gl(1) → End(C), u 7→ uλ by Cλ. The full decomposition of W
(
p
)
and its modules
into gl(1)-modules and modules over the subalgebra M(p) follows from the decomposi-
tion of Wr,s into bimodules over sl(2) and Virasoro VOA as given in [FGST3, Lem. 3.5.2]
and [ALM, Sec. 4] together with the decomposition of M(p)-modules into Virasoro mod-
ules [CRW, Eqs. (2.35)–(2.36)]. The resulting decompositions are:
W(p) ∼=⊕
k∈Z
Cα2k+1,1 ⊗M2k+1,1 . (5.15)
Here we see the necessity of introducing Rep⊕〈s〉M
(
p
)
: W(p)-modules viewed as M(p)-
modules are objects in this bigger category. All other modules that can be realised as
submodules of representations of V√2pZ have a similar gl(1)⊗M
(
p
)
-decomposition:
Wr,s ∼=
⊕
k∈Z
Cα2k+r,s ⊗M2k+r,s , Vαr,s ∼=
⊕
k∈Z
Cα2k+r,s ⊗ Fα2k+r,s . (5.16)
Combining the conjectured fusion rules (5.11) with the decomposition (5.15) suggests
that W(p) is a simple current extension of infinite order of M(p). This is indeed true if
Conjecture 5.1 is correct [CMy, CKLR]. The next theorem describes VOA extensions in
terms of representations in general.
Theorem 5.6 ([HKL, CKM]). Let V be a VOA and C a vertex tensor category of V -
modules. Let A ∈ C.
1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between VOA structures on A extending that
of V and structures of a commutative, associative algebra on A with trivial action of
the ribbon twist and injective unit.
2. AC loc is C-linear braided monoidal equivalent to the vertex tensor category of repre-
sentations of the VOA A that lie in C as V -modules.
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Let C⊕ be the completion of C with respect to countably infinite direct sums and
subquotients. If C is a vertex tensor category, then C⊕ inherits a vertex tensor category
structure from C. Let J be an invertible object of infinite order such that
A :=
⊕
n∈Z
J⊗n (5.17)
is a commutative, associative algebra object in C⊕ with trivial action of the ribbon twist.
Our example is A ∼=W(p) and J =M3,1.
Let CJ be the full subcategory of all objects in C that have trivial monodromy with J (or,
equivalently, with A). The so-called monodromy charge [SY2] provides an easy criterion
whether a simple object X ∈ C lies in CJ , namely
X ∈ CJ ⇔ hJ⊠X − hX ∈ Z , (5.18)
where h denotes the conformal dimension, see e.g. [FRS2] (recall that A is assumed to have
trivial ribbon twist, and hence so does J , that is, hJ ∈ Z). This criterion even applies more
generally to indecomposable objects X ∈ C which are subquotients of a tensor product of
several simple objects [CKL]. By Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.9, induction by A provides
a braided monoidal functor
CJ −→ A(C⊕)fg-loc . (5.19)
Proposition 5.7. Suppose Conjecture 5.1 and the fusion rules (5.11) are correct. Let
C = Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
and A =W(p). Then
RepW(p) ∼= A(C⊕)fg-loc (5.20)
as ribbon categories.
We note that the result in (5.20) is parallel to the result in Section 2.3 where the
category (2.27) for the lattice VOA was obtained as an extension of the Heisenberg VOA.
Proof. A is of the form (5.17) for J = M3,1. Since we assume Conjecture 5.1 to hold,
Rep⊕〈s〉M
(
p
)
is a vertex tensor category. We can then apply Theorem 5.6 to C⊕ and our
choice of A, which shows that A(C⊕)loc is a vertex tensor category. However, A(C⊕)loc
contains infinite direct sums, and so is not itself equivalent to RepW(p). Instead one has
to restrict oneself to finitely-generated A-modules, as we will show now. Let us describe
the image of the functor (5.19) in more detail. Recall from Section 5.2 that the simple
M(p)-modules are given by the Fλ with λ not of the form αr,s, and by the Mr,s. From
the conformal weights in (5.4), from the conjectural fusion rules in (5.11), and from the
criterion in (5.18) we learn that the simple M(p)-modules in CJ are precisely the Mr,s.
Their induced modules are (k′ ∈ Z, r = 1, 2 and 1 ≤ s ≤ p)
Ind(M2k′+r,s) =W
(
p
)
⊠M2k′+r,s ∼=
⊕
k∈Z
M2k+1,1 ⊠M2k′+r,s
∼=
⊕
k∈Z
M2k+2k′+r,s ∼=Wr,s .
(5.21)
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Thus, every simple object of RepW(p) is induced from a simple object in CJ . Moreover,
since every object of RepW(p) is a quotient of an iterated tensor product of completely
reducible objects11 we have that every object of RepW(p) is a quotient of an object
induced from CJ . By (5.19), this shows that RepW
(
p
) ⊂ A(C⊕)fg-loc. The conjectural
fusion rules (5.11) imply that every object in C has finite Jordan-Ho¨lder length, and since
induction is exact, we see that every object in A(C⊕)fg-loc has finite-dimensional generalised
L0-eigenspaces. Thus also RepW
(
p
) ⊃ A(C⊕)fg-loc, completing the proof of (5.20)
We conclude this section with the still-outstanding proof of Proposition 5.3 about the
M(p)-modules Pr,s.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. The triplet modules Rr,s have been constructed explicitely in
[NT, Theorem 4.2] by deforming theW(p) action on Vαr,s⊕Vα3−r,p−s following the ideas of
[FFHST], see also [AM3] and more recent results in [AM5, AM6]. From this construction
it is clear that the modules Rr,s carry a semi-simple gl(1)-action that commutes with
the M(p)-subalgebra of W(p). In particular, the Heisenberg VOA submodule Fα2k+r,s ⊕
Fα2k+r−1,p−s of Vαr,s ⊕ Vα3−r,p−s becomes a M
(
p
)
-module under the deformed action.
We denote this deformed M(p)-module by P2k+r,s and we will show that it satisfies
the non-split exact sequence (5.12). We recall that Vαr,s is a submodule of Rr,s, see (5.14).
The gl(1)-action on Rr,s is determined from [NT, Eq. (4.12)] and is given by the weight
decomposition (5.16) on the submodule Vαr,s , while the decomposition on the quotient
Vα3−r,p−s is shifted by (p − s)α−. The resulting decomposition of Rr,s as a gl(1) ⊗M
(
p
)
module is
Rr,s ∼=
⊕
k∈Z
Cα2k+r.s ⊗P2k+r,s . (5.22)
with P2k+r,s as defined above. Indeed, the quotient module is
Rr,s/Vαr,s ∼= Vα3−r,p−s ∼=
⊕
k∈Z
Cα2k+r−1,p−s+(p−s)α− ⊗ Fα2k+r−1,p−s
=
⊕
k∈Z
Cα2k+r,s ⊗ Fα2k+r−1,p−s .
(5.23)
In particular, P2k+r,s/Fα2k+r,s ∼= Fα2k+r−1,p−s as M
(
p
)
-modules. The nilpotent part Lnil0 of
the Virasoro zero-mode L0 of W
(
p
)
maps the top of Rr,s onto its socle. It follows that
11 This is true if there is a simple projective object Q, such as W1,p and W2,p for W
(
p
)
. Indeed, since
the tensor product is exact, tensoring anything with a projective object returns a projective object. In
particular, Q⊗Q∗ is projective, and since Hom(Q⊗Q∗,1) is non-zero, Q⊗Q∗ contains P1, the projective
cover of 1, as a direct summand. Furthermore, Hom(P1 ⊗ U,U) ∼= Hom(P1, U ⊗ U∗) is non-zero, so that
P1 ⊗ U contains PU as a direct summand. Altogether, PU is a direct summand of Q ⊗ Q∗ ⊗ U . Since
any object can be obtained as a quotient of a projective object, it can also be written as a quotient of the
tensor product of Q⊗Q∗ with a completely reducible object.
As an aside we remark that every factorisable finite ribbon category over the complex numbers necessarily
contains a simple projective object [GnR3, Thm. 1.2].
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the (vector space-)direct summand Vα3−r,p−s in Rr,s (that contains the top of P2k+r,s) is
mapped non-trivially to Vαr,s under Lnil0 . The Virasoro algebra commutes with the gl(1)-
action and so also P2k+r,s contains vectors that are mapped non-trivially to Fα2k+r,s under
Lnil0 . We have thus proven that theM
(
p
)
-modules P2k+r,s satisfy the non-split short exact
sequence (5.12).
5.4 Correspondence between VOAs and quasi-Hopf algebras
Recall from Section 3.1 the definition of the categories Cfdp and C⊕p of weight-modules over
the unrolled quantum group, and from Section 5.2 the definition of Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
and its
completion Rep⊕〈s〉M
(
p
)
. We have the following conjecture [CM1, CGP, CMR].1
Conjecture 5.8. The category Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
is equivalent to Cfdp as ribbon categories.
Recall the notation for simple objects of Cfdp andM
(
p
)
from Sections 3.1 and 5.2. The
conjectural equivalence Cfdp → Rep〈s〉M
(
p
)
acts on simple objects and their projective
covers as
Vα 7→ Fα+p−1√
2p
, Ss,k 7→ M1−k,s , Ps,k 7→ P1−k,s . (5.24)
This conjecture is motivated by the following:
1. The Loewy diagrams of indecomposable objects agree.
2. The ribbon twist on simple modules of Cfdp agrees with the eigenvalue of e2πiL0 on the
corresponding simple M(p)-modules.
3. Tensor products in Cfdp have been computed in [CGP, Sec. 8]. In order to compare,
note that our Ss,k corresponds to Ss−1 ⊗ CHkp in [CGP], our Ps,k corresponds to their
Ps−1⊗CHkp, while the notation Vα for typical modules is the same here and in [CGP].
The conjectural Grothendieck fusion rules in (5.11) match the tensor product in Cfdp
via the assignment (5.24), see [CMR, Sec. 5].
4. The asymptotic behaviour of characters of M(p)-modules allows one to define a
quantity called the asymptotic dimension of a M(p)-module [CM1, CMW, BFM].
These are expected to be related to open Hopf link invariants (in analogy with rational
CFTs), and indeed [CMR, Thm. 1] gives such a correspondence between asymptotic
dimensions of M(p)-modules and open Hopf link invariants of objects in Cfdp .
The next corollary gives the precise relationship between W(p) and U (Φ)q sℓ(2).
Corollary 5.9. Correctness of Conjectures 5.1 and 5.8 implies that the categories
RepW(p) and Dp = Repfd U (Φ)q sℓ(2) are equivalent as ribbon categories.
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Proof. We abbreviateW =W(p) andM =M(p). Let E : Rep〈s〉M→ Cfdp be the ribbon
equivalence from Conjecture 5.8, which acts on objects as in (5.24). We also write E for
the induced equivalence Rep⊕〈s〉M → C⊕p . Note that by point 3 above, correctness of
Conjecture 5.8 also implies that the fusion rules (5.11) are valid.
Let A := E(W) be the image of the triplet algebra under E . As W is a commutative
algebra, so is A. We will now show that A allows for an invariant non-degenerate pairing
in the sense of (2.21) and (2.22).
The triplet VOA W is self-contragredient, simple and of CFT-type, i.e. it allows for
a non-degenerate symmetric invariant pairing in the VOA sense, see [Li, Cor. 3.2]. Write
W ′ for the module contragredient to W. A W-invariant pairing on W is the same as an
intertwiner ϕ ∈ HomW(W,W ′). Note that in particular ϕ ∈ HomM(W,W ′). We have the
following isomorphisms between the above Hom-space and spaces of intertwining operators
for M-modules:
HomM(W,W ′) ∼= I
( W ′
W M
)
(∗)∼= I
( M′
W W ′′
)
(∗∗)∼= I
( M
W W
)
, (5.25)
see [Li, Rem. 2.9]. The isomorphism (∗) is given explicitly in [FHL, Eq. (5.5.4)], and (∗∗)
uses that M is self-contragedient and that the double-contragedient module is isomorphic
to the original module (recall that W has finite-dimensional graded components).
Let ι be the image of ϕ under these isomorphisms. Then E(ι) defines a pairing on A.
Using the isomorphisms in (5.25), invariance of the pairing E(ι) on A follows from the fact
that ϕ is aW-intertwiner, not just anM-intertwiner. Since the pairing onW is symmetric,
non-degeneracy is equivalent to ker(ϕ) = {0}. From the explicit form of the isomorphisms
in (5.25) one checks that w ∈ ker(ϕ) if and only if I(w, z)v = 0 for all v ∈ W. Since ker(ϕ)
is a submodule, we see that non-degeneracy of the pairing in the VOA-sense translates into
the statement that the pairing E(ι) on A is non-degenerate in the sense of (2.22).
Comparing (3.17) and (5.15) we conclude that A ∼= Λ as objects, recall the correspon-
dence in (5.24). But A satisfies properties 1–3 from Proposition 2.15, and hence carries a
unique algebra structure (up to isomorphism) with these properties (recall the embedding
J from Lemma 3.7). The same holds for Λ, and hence we must have A ∼= Λ as algebras.
The algebra isomorphism E(W) ∼= Λ implies that E induces a ribbon equivalence E ′ of
categories of local modules, so that altogether
RepW
Prop. 5.7∼= W(p)
(
Rep⊕〈s〉M
)fg-loc E ′∼= Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc Thm. 4.1∼= Repfd U (Φ)q sℓ(2) . (5.26)
The relationship between the VOAs M(p) ⊂ W(p) and the (quasi-) Hopf algebras
U
H
q sℓ(2) and U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) is summarised in the following diagram, which is the precise version
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of (1.6) from the introduction:
Cfdp
∼ Conj. 5.1, 5.8

pass to local
Λ-modules ///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o
Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc
∼ Cor. 5.9

Dp∼Thm. 4.1oo
Rep〈s〉M
(
p
) pass to represen-tations of W(p)
///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o RepW(p)
(5.27)
Note that the lower horizontal arrow also requires Conjecture 5.1.
6 Proof of Theorem 4.1
In this section we prove our main theorem – Theorem 4.1 – about the equivalence of the two
ribbon categories Dp and Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc. Our proof generalises the construction in Section 2.4
and essentially follows steps 1–5 there.
6.1 Coproduct and antipode
We will drop the subscript t from the structural elements of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), e.g. we will write
∆ instead of ∆t. It is straightforward to check that ∆ is an algebra homomorphism and S
is an algebra anti-homomorphism. It remains to show the identities∑
(a)
S(a′)αa′′ = ǫ(a)α ,
∑
(a)
a′βS(a′′) = ǫ(a)β , (6.1)
for all a ∈ U (Φ)q sℓ(2) and∑
(Φ)
S(Φ1)αΦ2βS(Φ3) = 1 ,
∑
(Φ−1)
(Φ−1)1βS((Φ−1)2)α(Φ−1)3 = 1 . (6.2)
The last two identities are straightforward and we skip their proof.
We first show (6.1) on the generators. We define the linear map
P := µ ◦ (S ⊗ id) : U (Φ)q sℓ(2)⊗ U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)→ U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) (6.3)
where µ denotes the multiplication in U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). It is then straightforward to see that
P
(
∆(F )
)
= 0 = P
(
∆(E)
)
. (6.4)
For the PBW basis elements F nEmKj and defining f := F n−1EmKj, we get for n > 0,
P
(
∆(F nEmKj)
)
= P
(
∆(F )∆(f)
)
=
∑
(F ),(f)
S(F ′f ′)F ′′f ′′ =
∑
(f)
S(f ′)P
(
∆(F )
)
f ′′
(6.4)
= 0
(6.5)
and similarly we calculate for n = 0 and m > 0. The only remaining case is when
n = m = 0, i.e. the case Kj. But this is obvious as K is group-like. This proves the first
identity in (6.1). The second identity in (6.1) can be shown analogously.
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6.2 The equivalence functors FS and GS
Recall that C⊕p is the category of at most countably-infinite dimensional weight modules of
U
H
q sℓ(2), and that in (3.17) we introduced Λ ∈ C⊕p , a commutative algebra with multipli-
cation µΛ given in (3.18). Recall also that Dp denotes the category of finite-dimensional
U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)-modules. We construct here a functor from Dp to the category Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc of
finitely-generated local Λ-modules and prove that it is an equivalence. This amounts to
step 1 in Section 2.4.
To define the functor we need to “lift” the K-grading on objects from Dp to an H-
grading. The action of H and K are related as K = qH or H = p
iπ
logK and thus one
has to choose a branch of the logarithm to fix the H-action. Recall that K generates Z2p
(and hence has 2p distinct eigenvalues) and fixing a branch of the logarithm amounts to
choosing a set S of representatives of Z2p in Z. This is therefore as in step 1 in Section 2.4:
for a subset S ⊂ Z satisfying (2.37) we provide a functor
FS : Dp −→ Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc , (6.6)
which acts on objects and morphisms as
M 7−→ Λ⊗C M , (M f−→ N) 7−→ idΛ ⊗C f . (6.7)
Here, Λ⊗C M is the tensor product of vector spaces.
Recall from (2.42) the notation [[x]]S for the representative in S of an integer x, and
the abbreviation [[x]] := [[x]]S. Specialising (2.58), it will be convenient to introduce the
notation
κ±(a) = κ(a,±2) = a± 2− [[a± 2]]
2p
∈ Z . (6.8)
For a ∈ S, recall the idempotents ea := eπ(a) in (2.33) with our convention after (2.36) and
define the U
H
q sℓ(2) action on Λ⊗CM for arbitrary m ∈M and k ∈ Z as follows (recall the
basis in (3.17)):
K(1k ⊗ eam) := qa · 1k ⊗ eam , (6.9)
H(1k ⊗ eam) := (2pk + a) · 1k ⊗ eam , (6.10)
E(1k ⊗ eam) := 1k+κ+(a) ⊗ e[a+2]Em , (6.11)
F (1k ⊗ eam) := 1k+κ−(a) ⊗ e[a−2]F m , (6.12)
compare for the Cartan part with (2.39). We stress that in (6.9)–(6.12) the integer number
a must be taken from S. In particular, H(1k ⊗ ea+2m) = (2pk + [[a + 2]]) · 1k ⊗ ea+2m.
Having this in mind, it is then straightforward to check that the relations of the unrolled
quantum group U
H
q sℓ(2) are satisfied. We show only the relation E
p = F p = 0. For this,
we recursively compute the powers
En(1k ⊗ eam) = 1k+ a+2n−[a+2n]
2p
⊗ e[a+2n]Enm ,
F n(1k ⊗ eam) = 1k+ a−2n−[a−2n]
2p
⊗ e[a−2n]F nm .
(6.13)
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By (3.3) the RHS is zero for n = p.
We define the Λ-action on FS(M) = Λ ⊗C M using the multiplication on the left as
in (2.40).
Lemma 6.1. The map ρ := ρΛ⊗CM in (2.40) is a morphism in C⊕p . Moreover, the pair
(Λ⊗C M, ρ) is an object in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc.
Proof. Using the coproduct ∆ for U
H
q sℓ(2) and the action (6.9)-(6.12) it is straightforward
to check that the map ρΛ⊗CM from (2.40) intertwines the action of U
H
q sℓ(2), i.e. that it is
a morphism in C⊕p .
We next show the locality. Using the braiding c in C⊕p defined through the R-matrix
in (3.9), we see that the composition ρ ◦ c ◦ c := ρΛ⊗CM ◦ cΛ⊗CM,Λ ◦ cΛ,Λ⊗CM acts on the
basis elements as
ρ ◦ c ◦ c(1t ⊗ 1k ⊗ eam) = ρΛ⊗CM ◦ qH⊗H(1t ⊗ 1k ⊗ eam)
= ρΛ⊗CMq
2pt(2pk+a)(1t ⊗ 1k ⊗ eam) = ρΛ⊗CM(1t ⊗ 1k ⊗ eam) . (6.14)
Thus the locality condition ρ ◦ c ◦ c = ρ is satisfied.
It remains to check that (Λ⊗CM, ρ) is finitely generated. Since M is finite-dimensional
by definition of Dp, also the H-eigenspaces as defined via (6.10) are finite-dimensional. The
claim now follows from Proposition 3.8.
This finishes our definition of FS from (6.6) and the proof that it is a functor from Dp
to Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc. We summarise:
Proposition 6.2. For a set S satisfying (2.37), the formulas (6.7) together with (6.9)-
(6.12) and (2.40), define FS as a C-linear functor Dp → Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc.
For two different choices S and S′ of representative sets, one can show analogously to the
proof of Lemma 2.20 that FS and FS′ are naturally isomorphic. The natural isomorphism
is given by the same expression as in (2.41). We can thus work with an arbitrary choice of S
(satisfying (2.37)) as the result does not depend on the choice, up to a natural isomorphism.
The main goal in this subsection is to show that FS is an equivalence. As preparation
we need a number of lemmas. For (V, ρV ) ∈ ΛC⊕p , we define the action ρ(1t) of the basis
elements of Λ as in (2.46).
Lemma 6.3. Let (V, ρV ) ∈ ΛC⊕p . We then have the equality (for any v ∈ V )
ρ(1t) ◦ E(v) = E ◦ ρ(1t)(v) , (6.15)
ρ(1t) ◦ F (v) = F ◦ ρ(1t)(v) . (6.16)
Proof. We will show only (6.15), the proof of (6.16) is analogous. The map ρV is a mor-
phism in C⊕p and thus intertwines the U
H
q sℓ(2) action on V . In particular, this means the
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equality ρV ◦∆(E) = E ◦ρV and ∆(E) = 1⊗E+E⊗K acts on Λ⊗V . As E acts trivially
on Λ, so E · 1t = 0, we have
ρV (1t ⊗ E · V ) = E ◦ ρV (1t ⊗ V ) , t ∈ Z , (6.17)
and this gives (6.15).
Combining Propositions 2.16 and 3.8 we have the following.
Lemma 6.4. Any local Λ-module V has the decomposition into H-eigenspaces Vx of integer
eigenvalues x:
V =
⊕
k∈Z
⊕
a∈S
V2pk+a (6.18)
and the basis elements 1t ∈ Λ act by isomorphisms of vector spaces:
ρ(1t) : V2pk+a
∼−→ V2p(k+t)+a . (6.19)
Lemma 6.5. A morphism f : V → W in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc has the decomposition f = ⊕n∈Zfn
and the property
fn+2pk ◦ ρV (1k)(env) = ρW (1k) ◦ fn(env) , (6.20)
where ρV : Λ ⊗ V → V and ρW : Λ ⊗W → W are the corresponding Λ actions on V,W ∈
Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc.
Proof. As each morphism f in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc is the intertwiner of the H action and by
Lemma 6.4 the eigenvalues of H are integer, we obviously have the decomposition
f = ⊕n∈Zfn where fn is the restriction of f to Vn ⊂ V and fn : Vn → Wn. We then
use the condition on f to be an intertwiner of the Λ-actions ρV and ρW :
f ◦ ρV = ρW ◦ (idΛ ⊗ f) . (6.21)
The latter can be written on the nth grade components as
fn+2pk ◦ ρV (1k ⊗ env) = ρW
(
1k ⊗ fn(env)
)
(6.22)
which gives (6.20) using the definition in (2.46).
We now arrive at the main statement of this subsection.
Proposition 6.6. The functor FS : Dp → Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc defined in Proposition 6.2 is an equiv-
alence of C-linear categories.
Proof. We prove the equivalence by introducing another functor
GS : Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc → Dp (6.23)
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that is an inverse to FS. On objects, we define it similarly to (2.43) (recall that by
Lemma 6.4 we have (6.18)):
GS : V =
⊕
k∈Z
⊕
a∈S
V2pk+a 7→ V(0) :=
⊕
a∈S
Va . (6.24)
The action of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)-generators on V(0) is given by K = q
H and the following maps
(recall (6.8))
ED :=
[
Va
E−→ Va+2
ρ(1−κ+(a))−−−−−−−→ V[a+2]
]
,
FD :=
[
Va
F−→ Va−2
ρ(1−κ−(a))−−−−−−−→ V[a−2]
]
. (6.25)
We check below that these maps together withK action indeed satisfy the defining relations
of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2). Let us note that we use the notation ED and FD for the representation of
the generators E and F of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) (i.e. on objects in Dp) in order to distinguish from
the action of E and F of U
H
q sℓ(2) on objects from C⊕p . We have thus well-defined maps
on GS(V ) = V(0) and the relations K ◦ ED = q2ED ◦ K and K ◦ FD = q−2FD ◦ K are
straightforward to check. For the commutator [ED, FD], we compute first the composition
on each Va: for a ∈ S we have
ED ◦ FD(eav) = ED ◦ ρ(1−κ−(a)) ◦ F (eav)
(∗)
= ρ(1κ−(a)) ◦ E ◦ ρ(1−κ−(a)) ◦ F (eav) , (6.26)
where in (∗) we used that −2pκ+([[a − 2]]) = [[[[a − 2]] + 2]] − ([[a − 2]] + 2) = 2pκ−(a).
Applying then (6.15) and (6.16) from Lemma 6.3 we obtain
ED ◦ FD(eav) = EF (eav) (6.27)
and therefore [ED, FD] = K−K
−1
q−q−1 . We also compute the powers
EnD(eav) = ρ
(
1 [a+2n]−(a+2n)
2p
) ◦ En(eav) , (6.28)
F nD(eav) = ρ
(
1 [a−2n]−(a−2n)
2p
) ◦ F n(eav) (6.29)
and so EpD = F
p
D = 0 and therefore we have shown that the defining relations of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2)
hold indeed.
On morphisms f : V → W , we define
GS : f 7→ f(0) :=
⊕
a∈S
fa (6.30)
with f(0) the restriction of f to the “fundamental” component V(0) ⊂ V . As morphisms
in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc respect the grading by H , we have f(0) : V(0) → W(0). We have only got to
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show that f(0) is an U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) intertwiner, or that it commutes with ED and FD. Using
Lemma 6.5, we have a sequence of the equalities
f[a+2] ◦ ED(eav) (6.25)= f(a+2)−2pκ+(a) ◦ ρV (1−κ+(a)) ◦ E(eav)
(6.20)
= ρW (1−κ+(a)) ◦ fa+2 ◦E(eav)
(∗)
= ρW (1−κ+(a)) ◦ E ◦ fa(eav)
(6.25)
= ED ◦ fa(eav) , (6.31)
where in (∗) we used the intertwining property of f for E ∈ UHq sℓ(2) action, which is
fa+2 ◦ E = E ◦ fa. As (6.31) is true for each a ∈ S, it is also true for f(0) = ⊕a∈Sfa and
therefore we have in total f(0) ◦ED = ED ◦ f(0). A similar computation shows the equality
f(0) ◦ FD = FD ◦ f(0), and therefore f(0) is an U (Φ)q sℓ(2) intertwiner indeed. This finishes
our definition of the functor GS.
We next show that the composition GS ◦ FS is naturally isomorphic to the identity
functor idDp. It goes along the lines of Section 2.4. On objects, the composition is
GS ◦ FS : M 7→
(
Λ⊗C M
)
(0)
(6.32)
where the image is obviously C10 ⊗M , as a vector space. We use then the definition of
ED and FD, and the action (6.11), (6.12) to compute
ED(10 ⊗ eam) = ρΛ⊗CM(1−κ+(a)) ◦ E(10 ⊗ eam)
= ρΛ⊗CM(1−κ+(a))(1κ+(a) ⊗ EDeam) = 10 ⊗ EDeam (6.33)
and similarly
FD(10 ⊗ eam) = 10 ⊗ FDeam . (6.34)
We have thus the natural transformation
GS ◦ FS ·−→ idDp : GS ◦ FS(M)→M
10 ⊗m 7→ m (6.35)
for any m ∈ M (the naturality of this map is obvious). It is also clear that (6.35) is an
isomorphism.
For the other direction, we show that the composition FS ◦ GS is naturally isomorphic
to the identity functor id
Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc. On objects, the composition is (compare with (2.45))
FS ◦ GS : V 7→ Λ⊗C V(0) . (6.36)
The natural transformation in this case is
FS ◦ GS ·−→ idΛ(C⊕p )fg-loc : FS ◦ GS(V )→ V
1k ⊗ v 7→ ρV (1k)(v) , k ∈ Z, v ∈ V(0) . (6.37)
It is a straightforward check that this map is a morphism in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc, i.e. an U
H
q sℓ(2)
intertwiner that also intertwines the Λ action. The map in (6.37) is an isomorphism because
of Lemma 6.4. The naturality of (6.37) is also easy to see. We have thus shown that both
FS and GS are equivalences. This finishes our proof of the theorem.
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6.3 Ribbon equivalence between Dp and Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc
The category Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc is a braided monoidal category with a ribbon twist. And we have
shown in Proposition 6.6 that it is equivalent, as a C-linear category, to the representation
category of the restricted quantum group U qsℓ(2). The idea of this section is to extend
this equivalence up to braided monoidal categories level, of course, with all the necessary
modifications of the standard monoidal structure on RepU qsℓ(2), as this category with
the initial monoidal structure can not be braided.
We will denote the structure maps (2.4) for Dp = RepU (Φ)q sℓ(2) by αD, cD and θD,
and we will show below that these linear maps are indeed morphisms in Dp, that they
are natural and that αD gives an associator, cD a braiding and θD a twist in Dp. The
idea of the proof is to endow the equivalence functor F : Dp → Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc (we use the
abbreviation F := FS and omit S for brevity) with a certain multiplicative structure
FM,N : F(M)⊗Λ F(N) ∼−→ F(M ⊗N) and to show that it solves the coherence conditions.
As explained in Remark 2.19 this implies that αD solves the pentagon, etc., and thus proves
both parts of Theorem 4.1 together.
The twist-equivalence of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) for different values of t in part 1 of Theorem 4.1
follows from part 2 and the fact that the underlying equivalence F does not change (only
its multiplicative structure does). This implies that the monoidal structures on Dp for
different values of t are related via the identity functor equipped with a suitable monoidal
structure, which in turn is the same as twist-equivalence (cf. the proof of [CP, Prop. 16.1.6]).
As in step 2 in Section 2.4, we begin with introducing a family of C-linear maps
FM,N : F(M)⊗Λ F(N) −→ F(M ⊗N)
(1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebn) 7−→ (−1)alζa,b 1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (eam⊗ ebn) , (6.38)
where κ(a, b) is defined in (2.58). The proof that this map is well-defined and an isomor-
phism is as in Lemma 2.22. To obtain the quasi-Hopf algebra structure in Section 4.2 we
need to make the following choice, for a, b ∈ S,
ζa,b =
{
1 ; a even
qtb/2 ; a odd
. (6.39)
Here t is the odd integer fixed in Section 4.2.
Lemma 6.7. The isomorphisms FM,N are morphisms in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc.
Proof. We start by showing that FM,N intertwines the action of UHq sℓ(2). We first notice
that the action of the generators on F(M)⊗ΛF(N) is given via the coproduct formulas (3.4)
and (3.5). This follows from the fact that F(M)⊗Λ F(N) is a quotient of F(M)⊗F(N)
in C⊕p .
The check that FM,N intertwines the H-action literally repeats the first part of the
proof of Proposition 2.23, where the necessity of the shift by κ(a, b) in the Λ part becomes
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evident. Since on weight modules we have K = qH , it also follows that FM,N intertwines
the K-action.
For the E-action we have
(1k⊗eam)⊗Λ (1l⊗ebn) (π⊗π)∆(E)−−−−−−−→ (1k⊗eam)⊗ΛE(1l⊗ebn)+E(1k⊗eam)⊗ΛK(1l⊗ebn)
= (1k ⊗ eam)⊗Λ (1l+κ+(b) ⊗ e[b+2]E n) + (1k+κ+(a) ⊗ e[a+2]Em)⊗Λ qb(1l ⊗ ebn) (6.40)
where π ⊗ π stands for the product πF(M) ⊗ πF(N) of the corresponding representations of
U
H
q sℓ(2) and in the last equality we used (6.9) and (6.11). Then the map FM,N is
RHS of (6.40)
FM,N−−−−→ (−1)al1k+l+κ+(a+b) ⊗
(
(−1)aκ+(b)ζa,[b+2]
(
eam⊗ e[b+2]E n
)
+ qbζ[a+2] ,b
(
e[a+2]Em⊗ ebn
))
. (6.41)
This finally gives the image of composition FM,N ◦(π⊗π)∆(E) on (1k⊗eam)⊗Λ (1l⊗ebn).
On the other side, we get
E◦FM,N : (1k⊗eam)⊗Λ (1l⊗ebn) 7→ (−1)alζa,b1k+l+κ+(a+b)⊗e[a+b+2]E(eam⊗ebn), (6.42)
then applying ∆t(E) for the action on eam⊗ ebn and for the choice of ζa,b in (6.39) we get
indeed RHS of (6.41).
We then similarly check that the F -action also commutes with the morphisms FM,N .
It remains to show that the maps FM,N intertwine the Λ-action. This part repeats the
second part of the proof of Proposition 2.23. We thus conclude that FM,N intertwine both
the U
H
q sℓ(2)- and Λ-actions and are therefore morphisms in Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc.
We can now state the following refinement of Proposition 6.6.
Proposition 6.8. The functor F : Dp → Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc defined in Proposition 6.2 and equipped
with the isomorphisms FM,N in (6.38) is a ribbon equivalence.
Proof.
• F is monoidal: We have to check commutativity of the diagram (2.29), or equivalently
the equation (2.64) where Φ should be replaced by Φt. Since in terms of H-graded vector
spaces, F and FM,N are the same in Section 2.4 and here, and since Φt only involves K,
evaluating (2.64) gives again (2.69). After substituting (6.39) the coefficient in (2.69)
becomes
(−1)aκ(b,c) ζa,bζ[a+b],c
ζb,cζa,[b+c]
=
{
q−tc, a, b are odd,
1, otherwise.
(6.43)
Recall then from (4.5) that the central idempotent e0 is the projector onto even a ∈ Z2p
and e1 is to odd values of a. We can therefore write
Φt = e0 ⊗ e0 ⊗ 1+ e0 ⊗ e1 ⊗ 1+ e1 ⊗ e0 ⊗ 1+ e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗
∑
c∈Z2p
q−tcec , (6.44)
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where the four terms correspond to the four possible parities of (a, b) ∈ Z×22p . Using (2.33)
the expression in (6.44) is resummed into (4.6).
• F is braided: We need to check commutativity of the diagram (2.30), or equivalently the
condition in (2.70) where R should be replaced by Rt. Recall from discussion around (2.12)
that the braiding inM = Λ(C⊕p )fg-loc is inherited from the one in C⊕p where it is defined via
the R-matrix in (3.9) as cU,V = τU,V ◦R. cM is then the unique solution of commutativity
of the right quadrant of the diagram in (2.12), i.e. cMF(U),F(V ) = c˜F(U),F(V ).
The calculation for RHS of (2.70) is the same as for the Cartan part in (2.72) and for
our choice in (6.39) is
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebv)
7−→ (δa,ev + (−1)lq 12 tbδa,odd)1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗∑
(Rt)
(Rt)2 · ebv ⊗ (Rt)1 · eau . (6.45)
We emphasise that we assume here and below that a, b ∈ S, otherwise q 12 tb would not be
well-defined here.
The calculation of the LHS of (2.70) is different due to the presence of the nilpotent
part in the R-matrix (3.9), and we do it again. We first calculate the image of the braiding:
(1k ⊗ eau)⊗Λ (1l ⊗ ebv)
✤
cMF(U),F(V )
// (−1)al+bk
p−1∑
n=0
q
1
2
(a+2n)(b−2n)+ 1
2
n(n−1) (q − q−1)n
[n]!
× (1l+κ(b,−2n) ⊗ e[b−2n]F n.v)⊗Λ (1k+κ(a,2n) ⊗ e[a+2n]En.u) , (6.46)
where we used (6.13). Then the image of FV,U on RHS of (6.46) is
RHS of (6.46) ✤
FV,U
// (−1)al+bk
p−1∑
n=0
q
1
2
(a+2n)(b−2n)+ 1
2
n(n−1) (q − q−1)n
[n]!
(6.47)
× (δb,ev + (−1)k+κ(a,2n)q 12 t[a+2n]δb,odd)1k+l+κ(a,b) ⊗ (e[b−2n]F n.v ⊗ e[a+2n]En.u)
where we used in the expression for κ
(
[[b−2n]], [[a+2n]]) that [[[[b−2n]]+[[a+2n]]]] = [[a+b]].
Comparing the both sides of (2.70), which is RHS of (6.45) and RHS of (6.47), we have
thus to check the equality for a, b ∈ S∑
(Rt)
(Rt)2 · ebv ⊗ (Rt)1 · eau =
p−1∑
n=0
q
1
2
(a+2n)(b−2n)+ 1
2
n(n−1) (q − q−1)n
[n]!
(6.48)
× (δa,ev + q− 12 tbδa,odd)(δb,ev + (−1)κ(a,2n)q 12 t[a+2n]δb,odd)
× (F nebv ⊗ Eneau)
using Rt from (4.10), we also used here e[b−2n]F n = F neb. We note that the second line
here can be simplified using that t is odd and κ(a, 2n) is integer: we can replace (−1)κ(a,2n)
by (−1)tκ(a,2n) and thus
(−1)κ(a,2n)q 12 t[a+2n] = q 12 t(a+2n) . (6.49)
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Recall then that e0 is the projection onto eigenspaces with even a and e1 is onto odd
values of a. To check (6.48) for the four possible cases of parity of (a, b) it is convenient to
rewrite the expression for Rt in (4.10) in terms of central idempotents as
Rt =
1
p
p−1∑
n,s,r=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
q
n(n−1)
2
+2n(s−r)−2sr EnKs ⊗ F nKr
× (e0 ⊗ e0 + qtre0 ⊗ e1 + q−t(n+s)e1 ⊗ e0 + q t
2
2
+tr−t(n+s)e1 ⊗ e1) . (6.50)
We illustrate the verification of (6.48) only in the case when both a and b are odd (the
other case are treated similarly). On the LHS of (6.48) we have after a simple calculation
(and after flipping the tensor factors)
Rt(ea ⊗ eb) =
p−1∑
n=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
q
1
2
n(n−1)qnb−na+nt−2n
2
q
1
2
(at−bt+ab)Enea ⊗ F neb , (6.51)
where we used only the e1⊗ e1 contribution from (6.50), applied (2.35) and evaluated the
sum over s. On the RHS of (6.48) we have the contribution for δa,oddδb,odd (using (6.49)
and applying the flip):
δa,oddδb,odd :
p−1∑
n=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
q
1
2
n(n−1)qnb−na+nt−2n
2
q
1
2
(at−bt+ab)Enea ⊗ F neb , (6.52)
and we see that (6.52) agrees with (6.51). We have thus proven that the equality (2.70)
holds and thus F is braided.
Remark 6.9. In the proof we require a, b ∈ S, but we note that by construction the RHS
of (6.48) must be independent of the choice of representatives a, b. This is not immediately
obvious from the explicit expression, so let us verify it in the case where a and b are odd, i.e.
in (6.52). It is only in the third q-exponent one have to check: we first write it in the form
q
1
2
(a(t+b)−bt) – it is now clear that it does not depend on the choice of the representative a as
t+ b is even. Then we rewrite it as q
1
2
(at+b(a−t)) and it is clearly independent of the choice
of the representative b as a− t is even.
• F is ribbon: We finally check the ribbon twist in Dp, similarly to step 5 in Section 2.4.
Recall that the twist onM ∈ C⊕p is θCM = v−1.(−) with v defined in the second line of (3.9),
and for U ∈ Dp is θDU = v−1t .(−) with vt from (4.11). The required equation (2.31) for the
inverse twist on 1k ⊗ eau ∈ F(U) then takes the form
v
(
1k ⊗ eau
)
= 1k ⊗ vt eau . (6.53)
LHS of this equation is
v
(
1k ⊗ eau
)
=
p−1∑
n=0
(−1)n (q − q
−1)n
[n]!
q−
3
2
n− 1
2
(n2+a2)1k ⊗ eaKp−1−nF nEn.u , (6.54)
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where we first used (6.13), then (6.10), then rewrote S(F n) = (−1)nqn(n−1)KnF n and used
again (6.13). We now take the sum over a ∈ Z2p for both sides, so the LHS above is just
v
(
1k⊗u
)
, while for the RHS we repeat step (∗) in (2.75) to carry out the sum over a. The
result is
v
(
1k ⊗ u
)
=
1− i
2
√
p
p−1∑
n=0
2p−1∑
l=0
(q − q−1)n
[n]!
qnp−
3
2
n+ 1
2
(l2−n2) 1k ⊗Kp−1+l−nF nEn.u . (6.55)
Finally, substituting l 7→ j + p + 1 + n and replacing the sum ∑p−2−nj=−p−1−n just by ∑j∈Z2p
we get indeed the equality v
(
1k ⊗ u
)
= 1k ⊗ vt.u, cf. (4.11).
6.4 Factorisability
In Section 2.1 we gave two of the equivalent characterisations of factorisability: no non-
trivial transparent objects and non-degeneracy of Dˆ. In the proofs of Propositions 2.24
and 3.6 we used the first criterion. We could do the same here, but we prefer to use this
opportunity to illustrate the second criterion. Thus, to show factorisability we will check
that the element Dˆ ∈ U (Φ)q sℓ(2) ⊗ U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) defined in (2.5) provides a non-degenerate
copairing, or in other words has an expansion Dˆ =∑I fI ⊗ gI over two bases fI and gI in
U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2).
We first calculate the element X from (2.6) to be X = 1⊗1+e0⊗e1 · (K−t−1). Since
µ ◦ (S⊗ id)(∆(e1)) = 0 (recall the coproduct formula (4.25) and that S(ei) = ei) only the
summand 1⊗ 1 in X contributes into the expression for Dˆ, and after a simple calculation
we get
Dˆ =
∑
(W )
S(W3)W4 ⊗ S(W1)W2 =
∑
(M)
(
S(M2)⊗ e0M1 +K−tS(M2)Kt ⊗ e1M1
)
. (6.56)
We then rewrite the M-matrix (4.13) using the idempotents (2.33):
Mt =
p−1∑
m,n=0
2p−1∑
i=0
(q − q−1)m+n
[m]![n]!
q
1
2
n(n−1)− 1
2
m(m+1+2i)
(
δi+m,ev + δi+m,odd q
t(m−n))
× ei−mFmEn ⊗KiEmF n . (6.57)
The resulting Dˆ obviously has the desired decomposition over product of two bases labelled
by I = {(i,m, n)} = Z2p × Zp × Zp. Namely, if we introduce
fi,m,n := ei−mFmEn ,
gi,m,n :=
(q − q−1)m+n
[m]![n]!
q
1
2
n(n−1)− 1
2
m(m+1+2i)
(
δi+m,ev + δi+m,odd q
t(m−n))KiEmF n , (6.58)
we have Mt =
∑
i,m,n fi,m,n ⊗ gi,m,n. On the RHS of (6.56), S maps the basis gi,m,n to
a basis, as S is invertible, and the conjugation by Kt does the same. The two central
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idempotents e0 and e1 in the second tensor factor just provide decompositions in the two
ideals corresponding to (4.23), where we used the obvious fact that {fi,m,nek | i+m+k even}
is a basis of ek · U (Φ)q sℓ(2).
This finishes the proof of our main theorem.
A Proof of Proposition 2.15
From the outset, by Proposition 2.12 we may simplify our lives and set r = 1. The result
for general r is recovered by the appropriate braided monoidal equivalence.
Let A ∈ H⊕ be an algebra satisfying 1–3. By condition 3, we can write A =⊕s∈U Cs
for some subset U ⊂ C. Since A is unital, we have 0 ∈ U . We may assume (by passing to
an isomorphic algebra if necessary) that the unit is η(1) = 10. The product µ of A can be
described by constants ta,b ∈ C, a, b ∈ U , via
µ(1a ⊗ 1b) = ta,b 1a+b . (A.1)
We adopt the convention that ta,b = 0 if either of a, b is not in U . The structure constants
must satisfy, for all a, b, c ∈ U :
ta,b+c tb,c = ta+b,c ta,b (associativity)
ta,b = tb,a e
pii
2
ab (commutativity)
t0,a = 1 = ta,0 (unitality) (A.2)
Any invariant pairing on A is of the form ̟ = ǫ ◦ µ, where ǫ : A→ 1 is non-zero. Up
to a non-zero factor, the pairing is hence given by ̟(1a, 1b) = δa+b,0 ta,b. Non-degeneracy
requires
s ∈ U ⇒ −s ∈ U and ts,−s 6= 0 . (A.3)
It will be convenient to abbreviate µ(1a ⊗ 1b) by just 1a1b. The rebracketing
(1−a1a)(1b1−b) = (1−a(1a1b))1−b results in, for a, b ∈ U ,
0
non-deg.
6= t−a,atb,−b assoc.= ta,bt−a,a+btb,−b . (A.4)
In particular we learn the important constraint
a, b ∈ U ⇒ a+ b ∈ U and ta,b 6= 0 . (A.5)
Together with (A.3) this shows that U is a subgroup of C.
Next we exploit commutativity. Applying the commutativity condition twice gives
ta,b = ta,be
πiab. Since ta,b 6= 0 for a, b ∈ U , we obtain the condition
a, b ∈ U ⇒ ab ∈ 2Z . (A.6)
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For a = b we learn that a2 ∈ 2Z. In particular, U is discrete, and for all a ∈ U we have
a ∈ R ∪ iR. In fact, we even have U ⊂ R or U ⊂ iR, for otherwise there would be nonzero
a, b ∈ U with a ∈ R and b ∈ iR, and by (A.5) then also a + b ∈ U , a contradiction.
For U = {0} we obtain A = C0. Consider now the case U 6= {0}. Since U is discrete,
there is a nonzero element closest to 0, call it γ. Since U is a subgroup also Zγ ⊂ U .
Suppose Zγ ( U and let z ∈ U \ Zγ. Since U ⊂ R or U ⊂ iR there is λ ∈ R such that
z = λγ. A suitable Z-linear combination of z and γ hence produces a nonzero element of
U which is closer to 0 than γ, a contradiction. Thus
U = γZ . (A.7)
Next we study the effect of algebra isomorphism. Let A′ be an algebra satisfying 1–3
with the same underlying object as A and denote by t′a,b its structure constants. We may
again take t′a,0 = 1 = t
′
0,a. It is easy to see that A and A
′ are isomorphic as algebras iff
there are ϕa 6= 0, a ∈ U , such that for all a, b ∈ U , t′a,b ϕa ϕb = ϕa+b ta,b, or, equivalently,
t′a,b =
ϕa+b
ϕa ϕb
ta,b . (A.8)
More conceptually, t is a 2-cocycle in group cohomology, and the above operation changes
it by a 1-cocycle. Note that necessarily ϕ0 = 1. As suggested by (A.8), we may think of
t′a,b as being determined by ta,b and ϕa, giving an algebra A
′ isomorphic to A.
Fix now (ϕmγ)m∈Z recursively such that ϕ0 = 1 and ϕa+γ/(ϕγϕa) = 1/tγ,a. Then t′ as
determined by (A.8) satisfies t′γ,a =
ϕγ+a
ϕγ ϕa
tγ,a = 1. That is, after possibly passing to an
isomorphic algebra, we may assume that
tγ,a = 1 for all a ∈ U . (A.9)
We now use associativity in the form 1γ(1mγ1nγ) = (1γ1mγ)1nγ to get tγ,(m+n)γtmγ,nγ =
t(m+1)γ,nγtγ,mγ . Together with (A.9) this becomes
tmγ,nγ = t(m+1)γ,nγ for all m,n ∈ Z . (A.10)
But this implies that tmγ,nγ = tγ,nγ = 1 for all m,n.
Finally, since all ta,b are equal to 1, the commutativity condition becomes ab ∈ 4Z, or,
equivalently, γ2 ∈ 4Z. This proves the proposition.
B Tensor products with the modules O±s (1;λ)
It is known that the representation category RepU qsℓ(2) is not braidable [KS] because of
the non-commutativity for p > 2 of tensor products of a certain class of modules param-
terised by points on CP1. (While for p = 2 the tensor product is commutative the category
nevertheless does not allow for a braiding [GnR1].) These modules are denoted byO±s (n, λ),
for integer n ≥ 1 and λ ∈ CP1, and were introduced independently in [Xi, FGST2]. We
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first recall the action in an explicit basis and then show examples of tensor product de-
compositions for n = 1 where the non-commutativity is apparent. We will then turn to
a similar decomposition with respect to the new coproduct (4.3), that is, for the quasi-
Hopf modification U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2), in order to see how the new coproduct ∆t solves the issue of
non-commutativity.
Let 1 ≤ s ≤ p−1, a = ±, and λ ∈ CP1, so we will write λ= [λ1 : λ2]. The Oas (1, λ)
module is p-dimensional and has a basis (we follow here [FGST2])
{aj}0≤n≤s−1 ∪ {bk}0≤k≤p−s−1 (B.1)
with the U qsℓ(2)-action given by
Kaj = aq
s−1−2jaj, Kbk = −aqp−s−1−2kbk, 0 ≤ j ≤ s−1, 0 ≤ k ≤ p−s−1,
Eaj =
{
a[j][s− j]aj−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ s−1,
λ2bp−s−1, j = 0,
(B.2)
Ebk = −a[k][p − s− k]bk−1, 0 ≤ k ≤ p−s−1,
where we set b−1 = 0, and
Faj =
{
aj+1, 0 ≤ j ≤ s−2,
λ1b0, j = s−1,
(B.3)
Fbk = bk+1, 0 ≤ k ≤ p−s−1,
where we set bp−s = 0. One can check that different choices of representatives λ1, λ2 for
λ= [λ1 : λ2] yield isomorphic modules, so that the notation Oas (1, λ) is justified.
Let X−1 denote the one-dimensional U qsℓ(2)-module with the trivial action by E and
F while K acts by −1. Using the basis above it is straightforward to establish the isomor-
phisms [KS, Prop. 3.4.1]:
O±s (1;λ)⊗X−1 ∼= O∓s (1;−λ) ,
X−1 ⊗O±s (1;λ) ∼= O∓s (1;−(−1)pλ) .
(B.4)
Of course, the tensor products in (B.4) are not the only examples of the non-commutativity
– see more in [KS, Sec. 3.4].
Using now the new coproduct ∆t (with the corresponding tensor product denoted by⊗t)
we get the following isomorphisms of U
(Φ)
q sℓ(2) modules
O±s (1;λ)⊗t X−1 ∼= X−1 ⊗t O±s (1;λ) ∼= O∓s (1;−λ) (B.5)
for any odd values of t. The first isomorphism can be taken to be the action with τ ◦ Rt
where τ is the flip of vector spaces and Rt is introduced in (4.10).
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